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The$ following$ chapter$ deals$ with$ a$ general$ introduction$ on$ Organic$ Electronics$ and$ on$ the$
charge$ injection$ mechanism$ through$ an$ organic$ semiconductor.$ The$ role$ of$ Self:Assembled$
Monolayers$ (SAMs)$has$been$extensively$elucidated$as$an$elegant$bottom:up$approach$ for$ the$
development$of$new$technological$platforms.$!!
1.1 Organic!electronics!! ! 1.1.1!Introduction!!Organic!electronics!is!an!emerging!technology!based!on!the!physical:chemical!properties!of!π:!conjugated!polymers!or!molecules.!It!is!called!'organic'!electronics!because!the!polymers!and!small!molecules! exploited! are! carbon:based,! as! opposed! to! traditional! electronics! based!on!silicon,! germanium!etc.! The! seminal! studies! in! this! area! date! back! to! the! late! 19th! century!when!Henry!Letheby!obtained!a!partly!conductive!material!by!anodic!oxidation!of!aniline!in!sulfuric!acid!(probably!polyaniline).!In!the!1950s,! it!was!discovered!that!polycyclic!aromatic!compounds! formed! by! semi:conducting! charge:transfer! complex! salts! with! halogens.! [1,2]!This!finding!indicated!that!organic!compounds!were!able!to!transport!electrical!current.!In!a!series!of!papers!in!1963,!DE!Weiss!and!coworkers!reported!high!conductivity!in!iodine:!"doped"!oxidized!polypyrrole!blacks.!They!achieved!a!conductivity!equal!to!1!S/cm.!Likewise,!an!organic:polymer!device!was!reported!in!the!journal!Science!in!1974,!which!is!shown!in!the!"Smithsonian!Chips"!collection!of!the!American!Museum!of!History!now.![3–6]!Applications!of!organic!semiconductors!started!when!conjugated!polymers!were!successfully!synthesized! and! their! doping!was!well! controlled.! Alan! J.! Heeger,! Alan! G.!MacDiarmid,! and!Hideki!Shirakawa!are!credited! for! the!"discovery!and!development"!of!conductive!polymers!and!were! jointly! awarded! by! the!Nobel! Prize! in! Chemistry! in! 2000!because! of! their! report!(1977)!on!similarly:!oxidized!and!iodine:doped!polyacetylene.![7]!In! 1982,! the! metal:oxide:semiconductor! (MOS)! structure! was! demonstrated! by! exploiting!polyacetylene!and!polysiloxane!as!semiconductor!and!dielectric! respectively.! [8,9]!Although!the!device!has!not!reached!an!excellent!performance,!it!was!immediately!clear!the!!!promising!potential! regarding! to! the! future! technology.!A! crucial! step! in! the! development! of! organic!electronics! technology! was! the! demonstration! in! 1986! of! the! first! Organic! Field:Effect!Transistor! (OFET)!or!alternatively! termed!Organic!Thin:!Film!Transistor! (OTFT).! [10]!More!recently,!the!development!of!organic!heterojunction!solar!cell![11]!and!organic!light!emitting!diode! [12]!were! reported.! Soluble! organic! semiconductors!were! developed! paving! the!way!towards! printable! circuits.! Conjugated! molecules,! oligomers! and! polymer! offer! desirable!features! such! as! low! cost,! versatility! of! chemical! synthesis,! easy! processing,! and! flexibility.!The! major! disadvantage! of! organic! electronics! is! the! lower! performances! with! respect! to!inorganic! counterpart.! As! a! result,! charge! carrier!mobility! (measured! by! OFET)! of! organic!semiconductors!is!two/three!orders!of!magnitude!lower!than!crystalline!silicon!MOSFETs.!For!this!reason,!OFETs!are!not!suitable! for!high:performance!applications!where!high!switching!rate! is! a! primary! requirement.! However! OFET! technology! can! compete! with! amorphous!silicon! technology,!which! is! largely! used! on! the! backplane! of! LCD! displays! and! other! large!area! applications.! In! the! last! two! decades,! Organic! Electronics! has! rapidly! grown! (Fig.! 1.1)!and,!nowadays,!it!is!possible!to!manufacture!electronic!devices!with!similar!performances!of!
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some!inorganic!ones,!especially!those!made!of!amorphous!Si.!To!resume,!Organic!Electronics!is! suitable! for! applications! with! structural! flexibility,! large:area! processing,! low:cost!requirements.! The! OFET! applications! already! demonstrated! are:! electronic! papers! [13,14],!sensors![15]!and!memory!devices!(e.g.!Radio!Frequency!Identification!tags:RFIDs![16]).!!
!
Fig.!1.!1!Some!applications!of!Organic!Electronic!technology!(left).!Expected!Organic!electronic!market!growth!(right).!! ! 1.1.2!Organic!semiconductors!!Organic! semiconductors! can! be! classified! into! two! main! categories:! small! molecules! or!oligomers!and!polymers.!Low!molecular!weight!materials!and!polymers!are!usually!processed!as!thin:films!by!different!techniques.!For!instance,!small!molecules!can!be!deposited!by!high!or! ultra:high! vacuum! sublimation,! while! polymers! are! usually! processed! by! wet! chemical!techniques,! like! spin:coating,! drop:casting,! and! printing! techniques.! Usually! semiconductor!molecules! show! thermal! and! chemical! stability! and! exhibit! better! OFET! performance! than!polymers.!Furthermore!molecular!materials!can!be!grown!as!single!crystals,!which!allows!one!to! investigate!the! intrinsic!charge!transport!properties!guaranteed!by!the!highest!order!and!purity!possible.!This!class!of!materials!presents!some!common!features:!!!:They!are!semiconductor!materials!owning! intermediate!properties!between!conductor!and!insulator.!!:They!possess!a!carbon!backbone!in!which!each!carbon!is!hybridized!sp2!(as!show!in!Fig.!1.2).!:They!have!π:electron!clouds!delocalized!over!the!entire!structure.!
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!
Fig.!1.!2!Scheme!of!the!C!atoms!exhibiting!the!sp2!hybridization!geometry.!The!arrows!around!the!atom!indicates!the!plane!on!which!the!sp2!orbitals!lie.!In!an!organic!semiconductor!neighbouring!C:atoms!present!sp2:hybridization,!the!overlap!of!sp2:! sp2! orbitals! forms! a! strong! covalent! σ:bond,! whereas! the! overlap! of! two! pz:orbitals!orthogonal! to! the! plane! of! molecule! yields! a! π:bond.! In! terms! of! energy,! the! σ:bonds!(representing!the!backbone!of!the!molecules)!are!stronger!than!the!π:bonds.!These!kinds!of!molecules,!termed!π:!conjugated!molecules,!exhibit!an!electronic!structure!dominated!by!the!energy!band!gap!between!the!HOMO!(Highest!Occupied!Molecular!Orbital)!and!LUMO!(Lowest!Unoccupied!Molecular!Orbital)!levels.!These!are!the!most!relevant!molecular!orbitals!for!the!optical!and!electronic!properties!(Fig.!1.3).!!
!
Fig.!1.!3!Ethylene!molecule!representations:!the!top!view,!shows!the!sp2!orbitals!of!C:atom!(the!pz!orbitals!are!perpendicular!to!the!page),!and!the!σ!orbitals!of!the!H:atom;!σ:bonds!forms!by!the!overlapping!of!sp2!orbitals!and!π:!bonds!formed!by!the!overlapping!of!pz!orbitals;!the!lower!representation!shows!the!whole!hybridization;!the!right!image!depicts!the!energy!levels.!!In!an! isolated!molecule,! energy! levels!are!discrete!and! they!are! the!combination!product!of!the! atomic! orbitals.! Due! to! the! weaker! nature! of! the! π:! bond! compared! to! σ:bond,! the! π:electrons!are!involved!in!electronic!transitions,!named!π→π*!between!the!HOMO!and!LUMO.!!As! the! conjugated! network! on! a! molecule! becomes! more! spread! out,! the! transition! from!HOMO! to! LUMO! requires! progressively! lower! energy! (Fig.! 1.4)! and! the! energy! band:gap,!dividing!the!bonding!and!the!antibonding!orbitals,!becomes!smaller.!!
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!
Fig.!1.!4!Molecular!structure!of!the!first!five!polyacenes!and!their!HOMO:LUMO!transitions!(theoretical!and!measured).!Note!that!the!pentacene!C:atom!positions!have!been!tagged.!Positions!6,13!have!been!identified!as!they!are!the!most!exposed!to!oxidation.!! ! 1.1.3!Charge!transport!in!organic!semiconductors!!In! the! Organic! Crystals! (OC)! holding! together! molecules! with! the! π:conjugated! systems,!electron!can!move!via!π:electron!cloud!overlaps,!therefore!they!exhibit!electrical!conductivity.!In! an! ideal! scenario,! HOMO! and! LUMO! states! are! fully! delocalized! and! show! significant!dispersion!with! calculated!bandwidths!of! several! eV,! so! for! this! reason! the! semiconducting!properties! are!determined!by! these! two!molecular! orbitals.! Charge! carriers! can!move! from!molecule! to!molecule!due! to!weak! interactions!between!molecules,! typically!Van!der!Waals!forces! [17]! and! this! type! of! charge! transport! can! be! explained! through! the! band! transport!model.!Unfortunately,! this! ideal! regime! is! valid! only! for! semiconductor! single! crystals.! This!translates! on! the! charge! mobility! to! be! up! to! 1:10! cm2/Vs! in! the! most! perfect! molecular!crystals.! In!contrast,! in! inorganic!crystalline!semiconductors,!charge!carriers!move!as!highly!delocalized!plane!waves! in!wide!energy!bands!with!a!very!high!mobility! (~!103!cm2/Vs).! In!this!case,!the!mobility!is!limited!by!lattice!vibrations!(phonons)!that!scatter!the!carriers!and!thus!it!is!reduced!as!the!temperature!increases.!Organic!Thin:Films!have!the!great!advantage!to!be!fabricated!at!low!cost!with!unconventional!techniques;!on!the!other!hand,!they!show!lower!electrical!performances!than!single!crystals.!In!this!case,!band!transport!is!not!applicable,!due!to!the!presence!of!structural!disorder,!large!number! of! defects! and! grain! boundaries! in! thin! films.! As! a! result! of! the! strong! electron:phonon!coupling!and!the!disorder:induced!finite!conjugation!length,!charges!strongly!interact!with!molecular!vibrations!and!are!able!to!form!localized!polarons!surrounded!by!a!region!of!molecular!distortion!(Fig.!1.5).!!!
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!
Fig.!1.!5!Schematic!representation!of!a!polaron.!This!is!the!combination!of!a!particle!and!the!interactions!with!the!surrounding!environment!that!it!moves!in.!!The!polaron!is!a!quasiparticle!formed!when!a!charge!within!a!molecular!chain!affects!the!local!nuclear! geometry,! so! that! a! cloud! of! phonons! “dresses”! the! charge;! this! phenomenon! is!responsible! for! the! generation!of! charge! states!with! energies! lying!below!LUMO!and! above!HOMO! levels.! In! the! case! of! organic! semiconductor,!wherein! the! carriers! are! polarons,! the!intermolecular! conduction! process! is! determined! by! thermally! assisted! hopping! between!these!localized!polaron!states![18].!In!metals!and!inorganic!single!crystals!semiconductors,!charge!transport!occurs!in!delocalized!states! and! it! is! limited! by! the! carriers! scattering,! mainly! on! phonons! that! are! thermally!induced!lattice!deformations.!Such!model!is!no!longer!valid!in!low!conductivity!materials,!like!organic! semiconductors,! wherein! a! rough! evaluation! shows! that! the! mean! free! path! of!carriers!would! become! lower! than! the!mean! atomic! distance.! In! these!materials,! transport!takes! place! by! hopping! of! charges! between! localized! states! [19,20].! The! main! difference!between! the! delocalized! and! localized! transport! is! the! following:! the! former! is! limited! by!phonon! scattering,! whereas! the! latter! is! phonon! assisted.! Accordingly,! the! charge!mobility!decreases!with!temperature! in!conventional!semiconductors,! the!reverse!being!true!in!most!organic!materials.! Several!models!have!been!developed! to! rationalize!hopping! transport.! In!most!cases,!the!temperature!dependence!of!the!mobility!follows!the!law:!! = !!!!!"# − !! ! ! ! ! ! Eq.!1.1!where!α!ranges!from!1!to!4.!The!threshold!between!the!localized!and!delocalized!processes!is!usually! taken! at! charge! mobility! values! between! 0.1! and! 1! cm2/Vs.! In! the! highly! ordered!molecular! crystals,! the! mobility! is! found! to! be! in! that! limit.! Furthermore! charge! carrier!mobility! is!strictly!connected!to! the! thin:film!order![17,21],!and! it! is!crucial! to! find!the!best!conditions!in!order!to!enhance!the!long:range!order!and!simultaneously!minimizing!defects!in!the!film!structure.![22,23]!Charge! transport! in! organic! semiconductors! obeys! a! hopping! mechanism.! Most! of! organic!semiconductors! exclusively! transport! one! type! of! charge! carrier,! either! positive! (called!“holes”)!or!negative!(electrons),!but!not!both;!this!interesting!aspect!can!be!explained!by!the!density!of!states!(DOS)!of!these!disordered!systems!that!is!often!asymmetrical!and!presents!a!non!negligible!barrier!for!the!formation!of!one!or!another!type!of!carrier.![18]!For!this!reason,!
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organic! semiconductors! can! also! be! divided! into! two! categories! depending! on! the! type! of!charge!carriers:!a!material! is!often!referred!to!as!a!hole!transporter!(p:type!semiconductor)!when! its! ionization!energy!closely!matches! the!Fermi! level!of! the!electrode,!otherwise! is!an!electron! transporter! (n:type! semiconductor)!when! its! electron! affinity! closely!matches! the!Fermi! level!of! the!electrode.!From!a!pure!chemical!point!of!view,!a!n:type!molecule!usually!incorporates!electron!withdrawing!groups!(yielding!an!electron!deficient!conjugated!core)!in!order!to!easily!carry!electrons,!on!the!contrary!for!the!p:type.!In!Fig.!1.6!are!depicted!the!most!common!p:type!and!n:!type!organic!semiconductors!employed!in!OFET!technology.!!
!Fig.!1.!6!Examples!of!typical!p:type!(group!on!left),!and!n:type!(group!on!right)!small!molecule!organic!semiconductors.![79]!!Acenes!are!a!class!of!organic!compounds!and!polycyclic!aromatic!hydrocarbons!made!up!of!linearly!fused!benzene!rings.!Initial!experiments!on!the!transport!properties!of!p:type!organic!semiconductors! were! performed! with! anthracene! and! tetracene.! In! the! last! two! decades,!pentacene!has!become!one!of! the!most! extensively!used!organic! semiconductors! for!OFETs!applications.! [24]! Pentacene! is! commercially! available! and! exhibits! one! of! the! highest! hole!mobility!for!a!polycrystalline!film:!the!value!of!1.5!cm2/V!s!was!reported!by!Lin!et!al.![25]!!
1.2!Self<assembled!Monolayers!(SAMs)!!! 1.2.1!Brief!history!Self:assembly!is!a!type!of!process!in!which!disordered!components!organize!themselves!as!a!consequence!of! specific! interactions! and!without! external!directions.!When! the! constitutive!components!are!molecules,!the!process!is!termed!molecular!self:assembly.!The!history!of!self:assembly!starts!with!the!pioneering!work!of!Zisman!who!in!1946!publish!one!of!his!first!works!about!the!assembly!of!a!long!chain!alcohol,!amine!and!carboxylic!acid!on!glass!and!clean!metal!surfaces.![26]!The!earliest!mention!of! 'self:assembly'!of! thiols! is! reported! in!a!U.S.!patent!2,841,501! titled!'Silver! Polish'! published! in! 1958! [27].! The! author! describes,! the! assembly! mechanism,!
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chemical! reaction,! stabilizing! factors,! and! minimum! chain! length! to! form! a! stable! self:assembled!monolayer!(SAM)!on!silver.!In!1980,!Sagiv!showed!the!possibility!of!producing!chemically!attached!monolayers!on!silicon!dioxide.! Three! years! later,! Nuzzo! and! Allara! exploited! the! chemical! interaction! between!sulphur!atoms!and!noble!metal!to!fabricate!SAMs!on!Au.![28,29]!After!the!discovery!of!alkanethiol!assembly!on!gold,!there!was!a!rush!of!papers!characterizing!the!surfaces!of!alkanethiol!monolayers.!Due!to!their!easy!processability,!SAMs!have!been!used!on! a! wide! variety! of! substrates! including! gold,! silver,! copper,! nickel,! platinum,! palladium,!mercury,!zinc!and!cadmium!selenide.!Several!analytical!methods!were!successfully!used!like!Raman,! XPS,! FTIR,! helium! atom! scattering,! X:ray! diffraction,! contact! angle! goniometry,!ellipsometry,!AFM,!STM,!etc.!Other!early!studies!of!thiol!SAMs!focused!on!the!structure!and!assembly!mechanism!of!single!and!dual! component!monolayers! on! gold.! [30–34]!These! and! other! studies! led! to! the!well:characterized!structure!of!alkanethiol!SAMs!shown!in!Fig.!1.7![35]!!
 
Fig.!1.!7!Scheme!of!decanethiol!adsorbed!on!Au(111)!(yellow)!in!a!standing!up!configuration.!Typical!angles!are!α=30°,!β=55°!and!χ=14°.!Red:!sulfur!atom;!blue:!carbon!atom;!white:!hydrogen!atom.!!Three! main! parts! constitute! the! molecules:! the! head:group! (linking! group),! the! backbone!(main! chain)! and! the! terminal! (active)! group.! The! head:group! guides! the! self:assembly!process!on!substrate,!linking!the!hydrocarbon!chain!(of!variable!length)!to!the!metal!surface!through!a!strong!bond.!The!interactions!among!hydrocarbon!chains!(involving!van!der!Waals!and! hydrophobic! forces)! ensure! an! efficient! packing! of! the! monolayer! and! contribute! to!stabilize! the! structures! with! increasing! chain! length.! The! terminal! group! confers! specific!properties!to!the!surface!(hydrophilic,!hydrophobic),!and!can!also!be!used!to!anchor!different!molecules,!biomolecules!or!nanostructures!by!weak!interactions!or!covalent!bonds.!!The!SAM!applications!in!nanotechnology!are!numerous!and!involve!very!different!areas!(Fig.!1.8).!!!
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Fig.!1.!9!(top)!Examples!of!silanes!used!for!self:assembly!on!oxide!surfaces![79];!(bottom)!Schematics!of!(a)!idealized!APTES,!(b)!multilayered!APTES!and!(c)!idealized!APDMES!silane!polymer!films!on!silicon/SiO2!and!aluminium/Al2O3!substrates.!Idealized!film!corresponds!to!a!self:assembled!monolayer.!!The!reproducibility!of!such!kind!of!SAMs!is!still!a!problem,!since!the!quality!of!the!monolayer!formed!is!very!sensitive!to!experimental!conditions,!such!as!temperature.![52]!OTS!and!ODTS!SAM!formation!on!glass!and!silicon!oxide!are!well!documented! in! literature.!Banga!et!al.![53]!discover!that!OTS!forms!monolayers!on!mica!by!nucleating!through!isolated!domains,!whose! fractal!dimensions! increase!with! increased! surface! coverage.!Other! studies!on!OTS!growth!!onto!siliconfirstly!show!large!island!and!then!the!small!voids!are!covered.!!In!1998!Carraro!et!al.! [54]!elucidates!the!role!of! temperature! in!OTS!growth:mode!showing!the!existence!of!two!critical!temperature,!θc!and!θd,!defining!three!growth!mode:!!i)!the!expanded!liquid!(EL)!mode,!by!formation!of!a!homogeneous!disordered!monolayer,!at!high!temperatures!(θ$>$θd)!!ii)! the! condensed! liquid! (CL)! mode,! by! formation! of! dense! and! ordered! islands,! at! low!temperatures!(θ$<$θc)!!iii)!the!coexistence!of!those!two!growth!modes!(EL!+!CL)!for!intermediate!temperatures!(θc$<$
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θ$<$θd).!OTS! is! a!widely! known! system! but! literature! offers! an! exhaustive! knowledge! of! the!whole!library! of! organosilane:based! SAMs,! because! they! are! excellent! coating! layer! and! they! are!largely!used!in!organic!electronic.!Other! classes! of! materials! deposited! on! oxides! surfaces! include! n:alkanoic! acids! and!phosphonic! acids.! These! compounds! can! form! SAMs! on! different! oxide! surfaces! like! Al2O3,!AgO,!ITO!and!TiO2!from!both!solvent!and!vapour!deposition.![55]!Spontaneous!adsorption!of! long:chain!n:alkanoic!acids!(CnH2n+1COOH)! involves!an!acid:base!reaction,!and!the!driving! force! is! the! formation!of!a! interfacial!salt!between!the!carboxylate!anion!and!a!surface!metal!cation.!!Organophosphonates! and! organophosphates! are! structurally! similar! (Fig.! 1.10).! These!compounds!have!less!rigorous!conditions!to!be!fulfilled!with!respect!to!organosilanes,!thus!it!has!attracted!an!ever:growing!interest!as!an!alternative!to!organosilane!compounds.!!!
!
Fig.!1.!10!Examples!of!phosphonic!acids!used!for!self:assembly!on!oxide!surfaces.![79]!!Like! thiols! on! gold,! phosphonate:metal! oxide! SAMs! form! monolayers! with! a! "tail:up"!orientation!and!a!tilt!angle!of!the!hydrocarbon!chains!of!about!30°!with!respect!to!the!surface!normal.!! 1.2.3!SAMs!on!metals!!The! most! extensively! investigated! types! of! SAMs! are! alkanethiols,! SH(CH2)nX,! on! precious!metal! like! gold,! silver,! platinum,! copper! and! palladium.! These! compounds,! such! asthiols,!disulphide! and! sulphide,! spontaneously! assemble! upon! exposure! to! the! above:mentioned!substrates.! They! are! considered! paradigm! in! terms! of! self:assembling! blocks,! which! is!commonly! observed! in! a! myriad! of! natural! processes.! The! self:assembly! is! guided! by! the!strong!affinity!of!sulphur!compounds!toward!transition!metals!that,!as!documented!by!Sellers,!form! multiple! bonds! with! metal! cluster.! Despite! the! large! number! of! organosulfur!compounds,! the! most! studied! and! most! understood! system! remains! the! alkanethiolate!monolayer!on!Au!(111).!Gold!is!largely!employed!as!substrate!materials!because!it!is!easy!to!deposit!and!pattern!and!it!is!relative!inert!to!oxidation;!the!most!common!procedure!for!SAM!formation!require!the!immersion!of!the!substrate!in!a!dilute!thiols!solution!for!12:18h.!These!molecules! form! densely! packed! and!well:ordered! domains! up! to! several! hundred! of!nanometers!following!the!scheme!in!Fig.!1.11.!!!
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!
Fig.!1.!11!Scheme!of!the!different!steps!taking!place!during!the!self:assembly!of!alkanethiol!on!Au(111):!(i)!physisorption,(ii)!lying!down!phase!formation,!(iii)!nucleation!of!standing!up!phase,!(iv)!completion!of!the!standing!up!phase.!!After!physisorption,!thiol!molecules!chemisorb!on!the!Au(111)!substrate!through!the!S!head:!group,!forming!a!strong!covalent!bond,!in!a!process!that!takes!at!least!some!minutes.!During!the!process,!the!thiol!molecule!loses!the!mercaptan!H!atom,!transforming!itself! in!a!thiolate.!We!can!describe!the!adsorption!process!as!follows:!CH3(CH2)nSH!+!Au!→!(CH3(CH2)nSH)physAu!! ! (1a)!(CH3(CH2)nSH)physAu!→!CH3(CH2)nS–Au!+!1/2H2!!! (1b)!where! reaction! (1a)! and! (1b)! correspond! to! thiol! physisorption! and! chemisorption,!respectively.!!The! nature! and! mechanism! of! reaction! (1b)! is! not! completely! understood.! It! has! been!proposed! that! this! reaction!occurs!via!oxidative!addition!of!RS–H!bond! to! the!metallic! gold!followed!by!a!reductive!elimination!of!the!hydrogen.![32,55,56]!When!a! clean!gold! surface! is!used,! the!proton!probably! ends!as! a!H2!molecule.!This! can!be!deduced! from! the! fact! that! monolayer! can! be! formed! from! the! gas! phase! [57–59]! in! the!complete!absence!of!oxygen:!R:S:H!+!Aun0!! ! R:S:!Au+!+!Aun0!+!1/2H2! ! (1c)!An!extensive!scientific!literature!confirmed!an!S:Au!bond!strength!of!40!kcal!mol:1!and!a!net!energy!for!adsorption!of!alkanethiolates!on!gold!of$:5!kcal!mol:1!(exothermic).![60]!Reaction! (1c)!was!confirmed!by!detailed! investigations!and!many!analytical! techniques! like!XPS,![31,61–63]!Fourier!transform!infrared!(FTIR)!spectroscopy,![32]!Fourier!transform!mass!spectrometry,! [64]! electrochemistry,! [65]! and! Raman! spectroscopy! [66,67],! have!demonstrated!that!the!adsorbing!species!is!the!thiolates!form!(RS:).!Scanning!probe!microscopy! (SPM)! including! scanning! tunneling!microscopy! (STM)! [68–71]!and! atomic! force! microscopy! (AFM),! [72,73]! have! been! widely! used! to! probe! the! surface!functionalized!by!alkanethiol!and!related!monolayers!on!gold.!Molecular!scale!images!reveal!that!alkanethiol!SAMs!form!a!(√3!x!√3)!R30°!hexagonal!lattice!compared!to!the!underlying!Au!(111)!surface.![74]!To!minimize! the! free! energy! of! the! organic! layer,! the!molecules! adopt! conformations! that!
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allow!high! degrees! of! van! der!Waals! interactions! [75]! (and! in! some! cases! hydrogen! bonds![76–78])!with!the!neighbouring!molecules;!Two! parameters! describe! the! variations! in! the! orientation! of! the! organic!molecules! in! the!SAM:!the!angle!of!tilt! for!the!linear!backbone!of!the!molecule!away!from!the!surface!normal!(α)!and!the!angle!of!rotation!about!the!long!axis!of!the!molecule!(β)!(see!Fig.!1.12).!!
!
Fig.!1.!12!(a)Schematic!view!of!an!all:transconformer!of!a!single,!long:chain!alkanethiolate!adsorbed!on!a!surface.!The!tilt!angle!(α)!is!defined!with!respect!to!the!surface!normal!direction.!The!twist!angle!(β)!describes!the!rotation!of!the!CCC!bond!plane!relative!to!the!plane!of!the!surface!normal!and!the!tilted!chain.!(b)!Schematic!views!of!single,!long:chain!alkanethiolates!(with!even!and!odd!numbers!of!methylene!groups)!adsorbed!on!gold.!The!conserved!value!of!R!for!each!produces!different!projections!of!the!terminal!methyl!group!on!the!surface.![48]!For!organothiolate!SAM!on!gold!α!is!equal!to!30°!and!β!lies!near!50°.!The!scheme!usually!found!in!literature!where!SAMs!arranges!onto!a!perfectly!flat!surface!only!depicts!an!idealized!molecular!assembly.!Despite!the!gold:thiol!bond!being!reasonably!strong,!the!adsorbed!alkanethiols!still!have!the!ability!to!move!around!of!the!gold!surface.!Different!observations!have!confirmed!this!behaviour:! first!an!exchange!process!occurs!when!a!SAM:coated!substrate!is! immersed!in!a!different!thiol!solution![74]!and!second,!thiols!are!able!to!heal!gaps!of!exposed!gold!region!due!to!their!ability!to!diffuse!across!the!surface.!! 1.2.4!SAMs!applied!to!OTFT!!Traditionally,!OTFTs! are! fabricated!using! a! thick! SiOx!layer! as! gate! dielectric! and!patterned!gold! contacts.! Such!devices! usually! suffer! of! poor! stability,! low! charge! carrier!mobility! and!bias! stress.! Treatments! of! SiOx! dielectric!with! silane! and!phosponate! SAMs!had! extensively!studied!in!the!past!years!for!their!beneficial!influence!on!OTFTs!performance.!The!control!on!the! physical:chemical! properties! of! the! dielectric! strongly! influences! the! molecular!
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semiconductor/substrate! interaction! and! affects! thin:film! morphology! and! the! electronic!properties!of!the!semiconducting!channel.![79]!This! results! in! an! improved! device! stability! accompanied! by! the! charge:carrier! mobility,!threshold!voltage,!sub:threshold!slope!and!transfer!characteristic!hysteresis.![80]!A!limiting!drawback!in!OTFT!operation!is!represented!by!the!metal/semiconductor!interface.!In! a! real! OFET! the! charge! injection! at! this! interface! is! non:ideal! and! is! associated! with! a!contact! resistance! Rc$ that! arises! from! electronic! and! morphological! effects:! 1)! the! energy!mismatch!between!the!Fermi!level!of!the!metal!and!the!HOMO/LUMO!levels!in!the!OS;!2)!the!structure! and! morphology! of! the! OS! at! contact! interfaces! [81];! 3)! a! reduced! electronic!coupling!across!the!interface.!!One!of!the!main!effects!of!thiols!SAMs!on!metal!electrode!is!the!alteration!of!the!metal!work!function!directly!proportional!to!the!surface!dipole!induced!by!the!organic!molecule.!!The!total!work:function!Φ!of!a!metal!surface!is!defined!as!the!difference!between!the!vacuum!level!at!the!surface!!!"# !and!the!Fermi!level!!!of!the!metal,!taken!here!as!the!zero!energy!level.!Φ = !!!"# − !! ! ! Eq.!1.2!The! SAM!deposition! has! two! consequences:! (i)! the! ejected! electron! needs! to! overcome! the!additional!potential! step!created!by! the!dipolar!molecular! layer,!∆!!"# ,! to! reach! the!vacuum!level!above!the!SAM;!(ii)!the!bond!formation!between!SAM!and!metal!shifts!the!potential!well!of! the!SAM!relative!to!!! !by!BD.!Thus!the!work!function!change!can!be!decomposed! into! its!contributing!components![82]:!!∆Φ = !∆!!"# + !"! ! Eq.!1.3!where!∆!!"# !is! the! potential! energy! change! for! the! ejection! of! the! electron! and! BD! (bond!dipole)! is! the! potential! energy! shift! due! to! the! charge! redistribution! at! the! SAM/metal!interface.!The!bond!dipole!is!the!step!in!potential!energy!at!the!interface!and!depends!both!on!the! docking! chemistry! between! substrate! and! adsorbate! and! on! the! packing! order! of! the!monolayer!itself.!For!the!metal:thiols!system,!BD!can!be!estimated!as:!∆! = !!!"#!!"# − !!"# + !!"# − !! ! ! Eq.!1.4!where!!!"#!!"# ,!!!"# ,!!!"#!!! !are!the!plane!averaged!charge!densities!of!the!total!SAM/metal!system,!the!free!gold!surface!and!the!free:standing!radical!SAM!layer,!the!hydrogen!atom!that!are!removed!upon!adsorption,!respectively.![82]!In! a! thin:film! device! the! scenario! is! more! complicated;! in! BG/BC! device! for! example,! OS!isdeposited! on! polycrystalline! gold! electrodes! coated! with! SAMs! in! a!Metal/Insulator/Semiconductor! (MIS)! structure.! Numerous! studies! have! documented! how!SAM! dipole! moment! ultimately! mediates! the! charge! conduction/injection! at! the!metal/SAM/OS!interface.![83–87]!!SAMs!of!aliphatic!chains!are!expected!to!be!dielectric!in!nature!otherwise!SAMs!of!conjugated!molecules! are! more! widely! used! and! there! is! an! abundant! literature! on! conduction!mechanisms![88–91]!and!on!charge!transport!in!SAMs.![92–96]!Nonresonant!tunnelling!(through!bonds)!is!the!most!common!transport!mechanism!observed!in! molecular! SAMs,! [97]! however! for! π:conjugated! molecular! SAMs,! resonant! tunneling!(through!the!molecular!orbitals)!may!also!occur!due!to!the!smaller!HOMO–LUMO!gap.![98,99]!!The! simplest! tunnelling! model! assumes! a! finite! potential! barrier! at! the! metal–insulator!interface!and!describes!the!finite!probability!for!electrons!to!travel!a!short!distance!into!the!
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SAM!(or!insulator)!despite!the!lack!of!available!energy!levels.!These!processes!are!explained!by! the! Simmons! relation,! which! is! expressed! here! in! the! simplest! form! for! a! rectangular!barrier! to! demonstrate! the! exponential! dependence! of! the! current! density! (JDT)! on! the!thickness!(d)!and!barrier!height!(ϕ)![92,95]!!!!" = !!!!!! 2!" !!"# !!!"! 2!" !/! ! ! Eq.!1.5!where!q!=!electron!charge,!V!=!applied!voltage,!h!=!Planck’s!constant,!and!m=!electron!mass.!At!low! voltages! Eq.! 1.5! can! be! simplified! to!!!" ∝ !! exp!(−!")!where! the! tunnelling! decay!parameter,!β![100]! ! = !! !!"! !! ! Eq.!1.6!is!accepted!to!be!0.6!Å:1!for!saturated!alkanes,!and!0.2–0.6!Å:1!!for!conjugated!molecules,!and!smaller!β!indicates!more!efficient!tunnelling.![96]!!α!here!is!a!unitless!parameter!indicating!the!symmetry!of!the!potential!profile!(α!is!equal!to!1!for!rectangular!barrier).!Another!interpretation!considers!the!charge!transport!through!SAM!a!thermally! activated! process.! For! a! simple! hopping,! current! density! J,! follow! a! classical!Arrhenius!relation:![91,101]! ! = !!!"# !!!!" ! ! Eq.!1.7!Despite! the! less! frequent! demonstrations! of! hopping! transport! in! SAM! compared! to!tunnelling,!in!this!occasion!the!typical!length!investigated!was!greater!than!≈2!nm.![102–104]!Therefore! theoretical! works! supported! a! transition! between! these! transport! mechanisms.!Recently!this!transition!was!demonstrated!in!Au:molecule:Au!junctions,!where!the!electrical!resistance!of!oligophenyleneimine!(OPI)!molecules!of!various!lengths!were!measured!with!a!conductive!AFM!tip.! [105]!Hopping! transport!was! found! in!OPI!molecules! longer! than!4nm,!while!molecules!<4nm!in!length!exhibited!nonresonant!tunnelling.!Chapter! 3! is! focused! on! OFETs! in! a! BG/BC! configuration! where! metal! S/D! electrodes! are!coated!with!different!SAMs.!This!extensive!study!was!performed!with!different!kind!of!SAM!differing!in!length!or!in!terminal/anchoring!groups!and!by!monitoring!current!performances.!It!has!been!highlighted!the!role!of!SAM!in!these!devices.!Varying!the!molecular!length!of!the!charge! injection! barrier,! we! extracted! different! exponential! decay! factors! of! mobility! and!current! density! for! different! homologous! set! of! molecules.! These! values! are! in! good!agreement!with!other!techniques,!such!as!scanning!probe!microscopy,!nano:pores!structures,!hanging!mercury!drop,!large:area!molecular!junctions!etc.!!! !
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2.2#and#2.3#discuss# substrates,#devices#and#organic# semiconductor# films.#The# last#paragraph#2.4#
describes#the#basics#of#each#technique#for#characterizing#surfaces#and/or#devices.##!
2.1!Substrates!and!Materials!!For! the! thesis! work,! two! kinds! of! devices! have! been! used:! i)! transistors! integrated! on! test!patterns! manufactured! by! FBK! (Fondazione! Bruno! Kessler,! Trento,! Italy)! [1],! ii)! prototype!devices! designed! for! the! electrolyteHgated!measurements! of! chapter! 4.! A! brief! description! is!given!below.!! 2.1.1!Standard!Test!Pattern!(TP)!
!!Test! patterns! (TPs)! are! fabricated! on! Si! <100>! nHtype! (SbHdoped),! 500! µm! thick,! with! a!resistivity! of! 0.01–! 0.03! Ω x! cm.! The! dielectric! layer! is! 200! nm! thick! thermal! SiO2! (17.25!nF/cm2).! Au! electrodes! (125! ±! 25! nm! thick)! are! photolithographically! patterned! as!interdigitated!fingers!onto!SiO2!by!means!of!a!chromium!adhesive!layer!(3–5!nm).!Four! transistors!are!available!on!each! test!pattern;! two!of! them!have!channel!width!(W)!and!length! (L)! equal! to! 22400! µm! and! 20! µm! respectively;! the! others! maintain! the! same!geometrical!ratio!(W/L!equal!to!560)!with!doubled!rule,!as!shown!in!Fig.!2.1.!!Prior!to!semiconductor!deposition,!TPs!were!cleaned!with!a!standard!procedure!that!involves!the!following!three!steps:!(i)!the!removal!of!organic!photoresist!by!rinsing!with!acetone,!(ii)!the!elimination! of! organic! contaminants! by! immersing! the! substrate! in! piranha! solution!(H2SO4:H2O2,!1:1)!for!15!min!and!(iii)!the!flattening!of!the!SiO2!dielectric!by!dipping!in!HF!2%!




Fig.!2.2!a)!Technical!drawing!of!our!prototype!test!pattern;!b)!Optical!view!of!interdigitated!structure;!c)!Photograph!of!ScribaR!laser!scan!machine.!!2.1.3!Gold!standard!substrate!!Contact!angle!measurements!were!performed!on!standard!gold!thin!films!modified!by!SAMs!.!Such!surfaces!are!purchased!by!ArrandeeTM!and!they!consist!of!a!borosilicate!glass!(0.7!±!0.1!mm)!with!a!chromium! layer! (2.5!±!1.5!nm)! that!ensures!good!adhesion!of! the! top!gold! layer!(250!±!50!nm).![4]!! 2.1.4!SelfH!Assembled!Monolayers!(SAMs)!protocol.!!The! use! of! SAMs! integrated! into! organic! electronic! devices! is! presented! in! Chapter! 3.! The!chemical! backbone!of! the! five! sets! of!molecules! are! shown! in!Fig.! 2.3.! Commercial! SAMs!are!purchased!from!SigmaHAldrich!and!used!without!further!purification.!The!Au!functionalization!was!obtained!by!immersing!the!sample!in!1!mM!ethanol!solution!for!72h.!The!homolog!series!of!oligothiophene!SAM!described!in!chapter!3!was!synthesized!by!the!group!of!Prof.!S.!Destri!and!W.! Porzio! at! ISMACHCNR,! Milan! [5,6].! The! monoH! and! biHdentate! oligoarylenes! (with! the!following!acronyms!TD,!TBM,!TBD,!MTM,!MTD,!NTD!and!NTM)!were!synthesized!by!the!group!of!Prof.!G.!Farinola!of!University!of!Bari![7–11].!These!nonHcommercial!SAMs!are!prepared!as!0.1!mM!solution!with!dichloromethane!as!solvent!and!the!immersion!time!was!72h!to!yield!a!complete!coverage!of!the!gold!surfaces.!!
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Fig.!2.3!SelfHAssembled!Monolayers!presented!in!Chapter!3!The! last!part!of! chapter!3! is!dedicated! to!a!particular!SAM!composed!by!cysteamine! (CA),!4Hformilphenyl! boronic! (BA)! and! dopamine! (DA).! All! the! products! are! purchased! from! SigmaHAldrich!and!the!formation!of!this!multiHlayer!SAM!requires!three!functionalization!steps:!(i)!the!adsorption! of! CA! on! gold,! (ii)! the! esterification! of! the! boronic! acid! due! to! a! Schiff’s! base!formation!and!(iii)!the!dopamine!condensation.!The!protocol!was!electrochemically!verified!by!Shervedani!R.!K.!et#al.![12][13].!! 2.1.5!Semiconductor!deposition!!Semiconductor!is!the!active!component!in!an!OFET!device.!Here!two!pHchannel!semiconductor!materials!are!used:!pentacene!and!P3HT,!their!chemical!structures!are!shown!in!Fig.!2.4.!!Pentacene! was! purchased!from! SigmaHAldrich! (684848#






2.2!Characterization!techniques!! 2.2.1!Electrical!measurements!setup!!The! OFETs! characterizations! were! performed! in! bottom! gate/bottom! contact! configuration!both!in!air!and!in!vacuum!(10H4!mbar).!All!the!measurements!in!chapter!4!were!performed!in!liquid!with! a! top! gate/bottom! contact! configuration,! as! depicted! in! Fig.2.5.! The! top! gate! is! a!polycrystalline!Au!wire!placed!in!contact!with!a!phosphate!buffer!(PBS)!solution!(100mM)!that!acts! as! electrolyte! and! it! ensures! electrical! connection! between! gate! electrode! and! the!semiconductor!channel.!A!plastic!pool!guarantees!the!confinement!of!the!electrolyte!as!well!as!a!better!control!of!the!volume.!!The! electrical! characterization! of! OFET! takes! advantage! of! a! homeHbuilt! system,! capable! to!perform!vacuum!measurements.!All!parts!of!this!system!were!entirely!designed!and!assembled!at! the! CNRHISMN! laboratories,! and! some! critical! components! were! manufactured! in! CNR!machine!shop.!The!system!is!shown!in!Fig.2.6!(left).!It!consists!of!a!HV!chamber!(1)!with!front!entry!(2);!a!top!viewport!for!optical!monitoring!(3)!of!the!inside!through!a!video!camera!(4);!feedthroughs!for!gases!(controlled!by!leak!valves)!and!the!electrical!connections.!Air!and!liquid!measurements!were!performed!in!an!openHair!probe!station!equipped!with!four!manipulators!(Swiss!Microtech).!CurrentHvoltage!measurements!were!performed!using!a!dual!channel!SMU!Keithley!2612!that!is!remotely!controlled!by!dedicated!software!(Fig.2.6!(right)).!
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!2.2.2!Analysis!of!electrical!response!!The! measured! fieldHeffect! characteristics! of! these! devices! can! be! classified! as! transfer!characteristics!(Fig.2.7!(b))!and!output!characteristics!(Fig.2.7!(a)).!!The!output!characteristic!graph!is!an!overlay!of!IDS#versus!VDS#(from!0!to!40!V)!at!different!VGS#(from!+10!V!to!H40!V!with!step!of!H5!V!in!our!case).!The!transfer!characteristics!graph!plots!the!
IDS!versus!VGS!for!a!fixed!VDS#.!Output! curve! show! the! coexistence! of! two! regimes! operation! of! a! fieldHeffect! transistor:! the!linear! and! saturation! regimes! (Fig3.7! (a)).! Transfer! curves! are! recorded! separately! for! both!regimes!and!modelled!by!the!following!equations:!!!!" = !!! !!!! !!" − !!! − !!"! !!"!!!!!!!!!!!!"#!!!" < !!" − !!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.1!!!" = !!!! !!! !!" − !!! ! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#!!!" ≥ !!!" − !!! !!!!!!!!!!!!Eq.!2.2!!where!W#is! the!channel!width,!L#the!channel! length,!Ci#(in!units!of!F/m2)! the!capacitance!per!unit!area!of!the!insulating!layer,!Vth#is!the!threshold!voltage!and!μ#is!the!fieldHeffect!mobility.!The!analysis!of!the!characteristics!allows!extracting!the!classical!device!parameters:!mobility#μ,!threshold!voltage!Vth,! subHthreshold! slope! (SS),! on/off! ratio!and!pinchHON!voltage! (VON).!The!charge! carrier! mobility! is! referred! to! the! majority! carriers! (holes! in! our! case)! in! the!semiconductor!material!and!is!expressed!in!units!of!cm2/V·s.![14]!Mobility!is!usually!extracted!
Fig.!2.6!(left)!System!for!electrical!measurements!under!controlled!atmosphere.!(a)!Main!view:!(1)!UHV!chamber;!(2)!front!entry;!(3)!viewport;!(4)!video!camera;!(5)!pumping!connection.!(b)!Top!view.!The!sliding!tray!(6)!is!visible!inside!the!HV!chamber.!(c)!Interior!view!of!the!HV!chamber!showing!the!test!pattern!(7)!and!the!piezoelectric!motors!(8).!(d)!View!of!a!test!pattern;!the!probes!(9)!which!are!connected!to!the!piezoelectric!motors!are!approached!on!the!source!and!drain!contacts!by!means!of!a!videocameraHassisted!joystick!which!moves!the!piezoelectric!motors.!(right)!Visual!interface!of!our!personalized!software.!
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from!the!slope!of!the!transfer!curve!in!linear!regime!and!from!the!slope!of!the!linear!trend!of!!!"!vs!VGS!in!saturation!regime!(Fig.2.7!(b)!and!(c)).![15][16]!The!threshold!voltage!is!defined!as!the!gate!voltage!at!which!the!fieldHeffect!takes!place!and!the!conductive! channel! within! the! OS! is! created.! Vth# is! extracted! as! the! intersection! of! the!extrapolated!linear!part!of!the!transfer!characteristics!and!the!VGS#axis.![17]!The!semiHlogarithmic!plot!(right!axis!of!Fig.2.7!(b)!and!(c))!is!useful!for!extracting!VON,!SS#and!the!on/off!ratio.!VON#is!the!voltage!at!which!IDS#increases!above!the!noise!level!of!the!offHcurrent.!The!subH!threshold!swing!SS#(expressed!in!mV/decade)!is!a!measure!of!how!rapidly!the!device!switches! from! the! off! state! to! the! onHstate! and! is! extracted! from! the! steep! region! of! the! IDS#trend.! [18]! On/off! ratio! between! the!maximum! and!minimum! value! of! the! current! IDS# is! an!estimate!of!the!amplification.!Both!SS!and!on/off!ratio!are!limited!by!the!density!of!dopants!and!shallow!traps.!
!
 !!!!2.2.3!Atomic!Force!Microscopy!(AFM)![19]!!Atomic!Force!Microscopy!is!a!highHresolution!scanning!probe!microscopy!developed!in!1986!by!Binnig,! Quate! and! Gerber! [20]! when! they! tried! to! extend! STM! technique! to! nonHconductive!
Fig.!2.7!CurrentHvoltage!characteristics!of!pentacene!organic!fieldHeffect!transistor:!(a)!Output!characteristic!indicating!the!linear!and!saturation!regimes;!(b),!(c)!transfer!characteristic!in!the!linear!regime!and!saturation!regime!respectively;!the!linear!graph!indicates!mobility!(μ)!and!Vth,!the!logHlin!curves!the!SS!and!VON!
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samples.!The!first!commercially!available!AFM!was!introduced!in!1989!and!today!AFM!is!one!of!the!foremost!tools!for!imaging,!measuring,!and!manipulating!matter!at!the!nanoscale.!!AFMs! operate! by!measuring! force! between! a! probe! and! the! sample;! the! probe! consists! in! a!sharp! tip!at! the!end!of! a! cantilever.!The! information! is! gathered!by! ‘feeling’! the! surface!with!such!kind!of!mechanical!probes!guided! by! piezoelectric!elements! that! facilitate! precise!and!accurate! surface! rastering.!The! piezoelectric! scanner! is!constructed! by! combining!independently! biased!electrodes! for! X,! Y,! and! Z!motion! into! an! empty! cylinder!tube.! Displacements! as!accurate!as!fraction!of!Å!in!x,!y,!and! z! can! be! controlled! with!voltages!of!a!few!mV.!The! deflection! of! the! probe! is!typically!measured!by!the!optical!lever!method.!A!semiconductor!diode!laser!is!bounced!off!the!back! of! the! cantilever! onto! a! positionHsensitive! photodiode!detector.! This! detector!measures!the! bending! of! cantilever! during! the! scan! over! the! sample.! The! cantilever! deflections! are!measured!to!generate!a!map!of!the!surface!topography.!!There! are! several!modes! of! operation!with!AFM!depending! on! tipHsample! separation! during!scanning:!contact,!nonHcontact!and!semiHcontact! (Fig.!2.8).! In! the!contact!mode,! the!probe! tip!directly!touches!the!sample!surface!during!scanning.!In!the!nonHcontact!mode,!the!probe!is!far!enough!and!does!not! touch!the!surface.! In! the!semiHcontact!mode,! the! tip! is! tapping!onto! the!sample!surface.!The!choice!of!the!operation!mode!depends!on!experimental!requirements!and!state!of!the!sample.! !!










!!AFM!data!is!particularly!suitable!for!further!processing!and!analysis,!and!has!some!particular!requirements,!due!to!the!threeH!dimensional!nature!of!the!date!obtained.!Proper!use!of!image!processing! techniques! is! important! in! order! to! enable! further! analysis! while! accurately!reflecting! the! real! nature! of! the! sample,! and! avoiding! the! introduction! of! errors.! There! are!many!powerful!analysis!routines!for!AFM!data,!which!could!be!essential!to!extract!the!largest!number! of! information! from! image! data.! In! nanotechnology,! the!morphological! study! on! the!organic!thinHfilm!have!an!important!role!in!understanding!the!properties!of!the!film!itself!and!its! growth!mechanism;! the! latter! in! fact,! has! a! profound! effect! on! all! physical! characteristic!(electrical,!mechanical,!optical,!etc...)!of!the!film.![22][23]!As!example!surface!roughness,!σrms,!is!a!measure!of!the!texture!of!a!surface.!It!is!quantified!by!the! vertical! deviations! of! a! real! surface! from! its! ideal! form.! If! these!deviations! are! large,! the!surface!is!rough;!if!they!are!small!the!surface!is!smooth.!Mathematically!surface!roughness! is!defined!as! the!root!mean!square!(σrms)!of! the!roughness!profile.![24]! !!"#(!, !) = !! ℎ 1, ! − ℎ(!) !!!!! !! ! Eq.!2.3!where!h(i,t)#is!the!height!of!point!i#at!time!t!and!L#the!number!of!points.!In!case!of! thinHfilm!morphology!also!correlation! length,!ξ,! could!provide! important!details!by!discriminating!physical!properties!associated!with!a!characteristic!distance!or!purely!random!points.!Among!the!large!number!of!analysis!tools,!correlation!functions!evidence!the!presence!of!spatial!correlations!between!two!random!variables!as!a!function!of!distance!in!time!or!space.!Concerning! topographical! studies! of! organic! semiconductors,! such! statistical! analysis! can!quantitatively! inspect! the! characteristics! of! the! surface! morphology! and! the! kinetic! growth!
a)!
b)!
Fig.! 2.10! Topographic! AFM! images!(5x5! μm)! of! our! standard! test! pattern;!(a)! bare! S/D! gold! electrodes! and! SiOx!channel,! (b)! pentacene! coated! S/D!electrode!and!channel.!
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process.!In!this!thesis!I!have!been!using!Gwyddion!image!analysis!software![25]!to!extract!the!heightHheight!correlation!function!from!AFM!images.!The!height–height!correlation!function!H(τx)!is!calculated!along!the!fast!scan!direction!(x!direction)!through!the!Eq.!2.4:!!Η! !! = !! !!! !!!!,! − !!,! !!!!!!!!!!! ! ! ! Eq.!2.4!where!z(n,#l)!denotes!the!topographical!height!of!the!surface!measured!by!AFM!at!the!point!(n,#
l),!N!x!M!the!total!number!of!points!at!which!the!surface!heights!have!been!measured!and!m!is!defined!as!τx/Δx!thus!the!function!can!be!evaluated!in!a!discrete!set!of!values!of!τx!separated!by!the!sampling!interval!Δx.!Fig.!2.11!depicts!HHCF!in!logHlog!form!extracted!from!AFM!images:!
!
Fig.! 2.11! AFM! images! and! their! heightHheight! correlation! function;! on! the! left! P3HT! morphology! on! channel!surface! (black! squares)! and! on! the! right! P3HT! morphology! on! electrode! surface! (red! dots).! Surprisingly! the!sample!shows!the!same!P3HT!morphology!in!both!channel!and!electrode.![26]!As!highlighted!in!the!graph,!we!have!extracted!three!parameters!from!H(τx):!(i)!the!saturated!roughness,!σrms,!is!the!square!root!of!the!plateau!of!H(τx)![27],!(ii)!the!roughness!coefficient!α,!which! is! the! slope!of! the!τHscaling!branch! [28]! and! (iii)! the! correlation! length! (ξ)! that! is! the!intersection!between!the!plateau!and!τHscaling!branch!projections.!
σrms,! as!already!described!above,! is! a!measure!of! the!mean!square! fluctuations!of! the! surface!topography! at! large! length! scales;! roughness! exponent! and! correlation! length! could! be!correlated!to!grains!features,!in!particular!α!is!sensitive!to!grains!shape![29]!instead!ξ!to!their!lateral!dimensions.!! 2.2.4!Electrochemical!techniques![30]!!Electrochemistry!studies!chemical!reactions! in!solution!at! the! interface!between!an!electrode!and! an! ionic! conductor! (i.e.! the! electrolyte).! Electrochemical! processes! usually! involve! an!electron! transfer! reaction! between! the! electrode! and! an! electrochemicalHactive! molecule! in!solution.!Cyclic!voltammetry!is!the!most!widely!used!technique!for!acquiring!qualitative!and!quantitative!information!about!electrochemical!reactions.!In!presence!of!an!electroHactive!probe!in!solution,!cyclic!voltammetry!offers!a!rapid!extraction!of!their!redox!potentials!by!sweeping!a!voltage!and!monitoring! the! flowing! current! (namely! IHV! graph).! In! case! of! a! reversible! electrochemical!reaction,!the!CV!recorded!shows!wellHdefined!characteristics:!1.The! voltage! separation! between! the! current! peaks! is! 59! mV! for! a! monoHelectronic! redox!reaction.!2.!The!positions!of!peak!voltage!do!not!shift!as!a!function!of!voltage!scan!rate.!3.The!ratio!of!the!peak!currents!is!equal!to!one.!!
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4.!The!peak!currents!are!proportional! to! the!square!root!of! the!scan!rate!as!described!by!the!RandlesHSevcik!equation.!!Fig.!2.12!illustrates!the!typical!cyclovoltammogram!of!a!reversible!electrochemical!process.!Electrochemical! techniques,! like! CV! described!above,! are! based! on! the! application! of! a! stepHwise! potential! or! current! driving! the! system! to!nonHequilibrium!conditions.!An! alternative! approach! is! electrochemical!impedance!spectroscopy!(EIS)!that!monitors!the!response! of! a! system! to! a! small! AC! signal! thus!avoiding! strong! perturbation! to! its! stationary!state.!EIS!has!two!main!advantages:!! 1. The!absence!of!a!significant!perturbation!on! the! system! allows! longer! experimental!timescale!and!the!collection!of!larger!amount!of!data.!!2. The!IHV!plot!could!be!considered!linear!for!low!intensity!perturbations.!EIS!can!be!applied!to!a!variety!of!electrochemical!systems!but!sometimes!its!use!is!still!limited!by!the!complexity!of!systems!itself!and!the!complex!interpretation!of!data!that!relies!on!models.!In!the!EIS!we!are!interested!in!the!response!to!the!application!of!a!sinusoidal!signal,!which!for!a!linear!system,!will!be!a!sinusoid!at!the!same!frequency!but!shifted!in!phase.!Let!us!consider!an!excitation!potential!in!the!form!of!Eq.!2.5:!!
#
#







I=#E/R#sin#(ωt)# Eq.!2.7#!!!!In! this! case! the! phase! angle! is! 0! (Eq.! 6)! and! the! phasor! diagram! is! represented! in! Fig.! 2.15.!Conversely,!the!AC!response!of!a!capacitor!is!governed!by!the!following!equations!(Eq.!2.8!and!Eq.!2.9):!










tanϕ=#XC/R#=#1/ωRC!(Fig.!2.17);!thus!Ohm!equation!can!be!reHwritten!as:!E=ZI.!The!concept!of!impedance!can!be!also!applied!to!more!complex!circuits!but!a!right!combination!of! the! circuit! elements! is! required! in!order! to! obtain! the! correct!interpretation!of!the!output!data.!As! a! result,! the! experimental!information! must! be! carefully!interpreted! and! manipulated! with! a!correct! equivalent! circuit;! this! has! to!be! a! proper! combination! of! different!circuit! elements,! such! as! resistor,!capacitance!etc.!!Output! data! (Fig.! 2.18)! can! be!visualized! in! a! 3D! plot! composed! by!the! real! part! (Re),! the! imaginary! part!(Im)!and!frequency!(ω).!The! most! common! representation! for!impedance! data! is! the! Nyquist! Plot!(Fig.! 2.18! a))! that! describes! the!imaginary!part!of! impedance!(product!of! capacitance! and! frequency)! vs# the!real! part! (resistance).! An! alternative!graph!is!the!Bode!diagram!(Fig.!2.18!b)!and!c))!where!ϕ!or!log#Z!are!displayed!as!a!function!of!frequency!(log#ωi).#The!electrochemical!data!presented! in!this! thesis! were! obtained! with! a!potentiostat/!galvanostat!μHAutolab!III!(Metrohm,!Milan,!Italy).!This!is!able!to!perform! DC! and! AC! measurements!with! sensitivity!up! to!nA.!A!1!mm!diameter!polycrystalline!gold!wire!was!used!as!a!working!electrode!(WE),!whereas!a!Pt!sheet!and!Ag/AgCl!electrodes!were!chosen!as!counter!electrodes!(CE)!and!reference!electrodes!(RE)!respectively.!Other!experimental!specifications!are!given!in!each!chapter.!! 2.2.5!Contact!Angle!Measurements!!The!sessile!drop!technique!is!a!method!used!for!the!determination!of!solid!surface!energy.!The!main!assumption!of!the!method!is!that!by!placing!a!droplet!of!liquid!on!a!solid!surface,!its!shape!(i.e.!the!contact!angle)!and!its!surface!tension!can!be!used!to!calculate!the!surface!energy!of!the!solid!sample.!
Fig.!2.18!Nyquist!a)!and!Bode!plots!b)!c)!for!a!series!RC!circuit!with!R!=!100Ω!and!С=!1μF;!Nyquist!a)!and!Bode!plots!b)!c)!for!a!parallel!RC!circuit!with!R!=!100Ω!and!С=!1μF.!
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The!contact!angle!is!defined!as! the! angle! arising! from!the! intersection! of! the!liquid/solid! interface! and!the!liquid/air!interface.!The!measurement! of! this! angle!is! performed! with! a!goniometer,! which! allows!the! user! to! define! the!contact! angle! by! means! of!the! optical! visualization!(Digidrop!GBX!Model!DS)!(Fig.!2.19).![31]!One!of! the!most! common!procedures! to! calculate! the! surface!energy!of! a! solid! surface! is! the!Zisman’s!method! that! defines! the! surface! energy! as! being! equal! to! the! surface! energy!of! the!highest!surface!energy!liquid!that!wets!the!solid!completely.!The!method!can!be!applied!to!sample!with!high!surface!energy.!The!method!relies!on!the! acquisition! of! the! contact! angle! of!different! liquids! (at! least! three)! on! the!solid! surface.! The! cosine! of! the! contact!angles! are! plotted! against! the! known!surface!energy!to!yield!the!surface!tension!value!as! the!extrapolated! intercept!of! the!straight! line! with! cosθ=1.! This! is! the!highest! liquid! surface! energy,! real! or!hypothetical,! that! would! result! in!complete! wetting! of! the! sample! with! a!contact!angle!of!zero!degrees.!This!value!is!considered! an! estimation! of! the! solid!surface! energy.! A! typical! Zisman’s! plot! is!shown!in!Fig.!2.20.!A!more!robust!interpretation!of!contact!angle!data!could!be!obtained!by!considering!the!work!of!adhesion!of!a!solid!surface.!The!work!of!adhesion![32]!is!defined!as!the!work!per!unit!area!required! to!separate! two!substances! in!contact.!Let’s!now!consider!a! liquid! in!contact!with!a!solid!surface;!the!equilibrium!free!energy!between!them!is!well!described!by!Duprè!equation:!






γSV°#=#+#γSL#+#γLV°#cosΘE! ! Eq.!2.15!where!γSA! is! the! surface! energy! at! solidHair! interface,!γSL! is! the! surface! energy! at! solidHliquid!interface,!γSV°!is!the!surface!energy!at!solidHliquid!interface!(at!saturated!pressure)!and!ΘE!is!the!equilibrium!contact!angle!in!saturated!vapour.!When! the! vapour! pressure! of! the! liquid! is! less! than! the! saturated! pressure! and! the! contact!angle!does!not!change!with!time,!the!‘°’!can!be!dropped,!hence:!
γSV#=#+#γSL#+#γLV#cosΘE! ! Eq.!2.16!By!combining!Eq.!2.16!with!Duprè’s!equation!(Eq.!2.13)!we!obtain:!
WA#=#γS°#d#γSV#+#γLV°#(1+#γLV/γLV°#cosΘE)#or!
WA#=#π+#γLV#(1+cosΘE)! ! Eq.!2.17!where! π# =# γS°# d# γSV! represent! the!surface! spreading! pressure! and!
γLV≅γLV°! that! is!valid! for! low!vapour!pressure!liquids.!For! water! and! nonHvolatile! liquids,!the!saturated!pressure!is!so!low!that!
π! become! negligible,! unless! the!adsorbents!are!hygroscopic,!and!last!equation!reduces!to:!
WA#=#γLV#(1+cosΘE)! Eq.!2.18!The! validity! of! the! above! relations!depends! on! the! validity! of! the!assumptions! made.! The! first!assumption! considers! a! system!where!the!surface!energy!of!the!solid!is!comparable!with! the!surface! tension!of! the! liquid.!The!second!assumption! takes! into!account!the!surface!tension!of!the!liquid!in!air,!which!has!to!be!equal!to!the!surface!tension!of!the!liquid!in!its!saturated!vapour.!!Practical!aspects!of!this!theory!are!reflected!in!Fig.!2.21,!where!1/#γLV!for!at!least!three!liquids!are!plotted!against!their!cosΘ,!the!slope!of!the!linear!fit!represent!WA#of!the!surface.!! !
Fig.!2.21!Extraction!of!WA.!
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This% chapter% briefly% introduces% Self5Assembled% Monolayers% (SAMs)% and% their% applications% in%
organic% electronics.% The% control% of% charge% injection% across% SAM% is% the% main% topic% due% to% the%
surface% engineering% of% S/D% electrodes.% As% a% result,% a% series% of% works% are% presented,% in% which%
OFETs% respond% as% charge% injection% organic% gauge% by% varying% both% tail/head% groups% and% the%
chain%length%SAMs%placed%between%S/D%electrodes%and%the%organic%semiconductor.!!




substrate),by!using!alkylsilane!SAM!on!the!channel.!(Fig.3.2).!Thus,!they!observe!an!increase!of!the!field)effect!mobilitiy!by!a!factor!of!four,!when!the!perpendicular!orientation!takes!place!on!the!dielectric.!!The!same!considerations!have!to!be!taken!into!account!once!small!molecules!and!oligomers,!such!as!pentacene,!are!deposited!by!ultra!high)vacuum!deposition.![4–8]!Looking! at! the! metallic! contacts,! others! phenomena! arise:! the! organic! semiconducting!molecules!usually!have!different!growth!modes!with!respect!to!channel!oxides.!This!leads!to!an!intrinsic!morphological!disorder!at!this! interface;,!secondly!the!use!of!SAM!can!affect!the!metal!work)function.!De!Boer!and!co)workers! in!2005!used!alkanethiols!and!perfluorinated!ones! to,! respectively,! decrease! [9–12]! and! increase! [9,13]! the! work)function)! of! metal!contacts. This!means!that! the!metal!work)function!can!be! finely!tuned!by!using!SAMs!which!bears! dipoles! with! different! orientations! and! strength.! An! efficient! charge! injection! occurs!only! when! the! metal! work! function! matches! the! HOMO/LUMO! level! of! the! organic!semiconductor.! For!instance,!the!preferred!orientation!of!pentacene!molecules!onto!flat,! inert!substrate,!like!SiOx,!results!almost!perpendicular!to!the!substrate,!since!the!(001)!plane!in!pentacene!crystals!has!the!lowest!surface!energy.!On!contrary,!surfaces!with!high!surface!tension,!like!metals!or!SiOx! properly! functionalized,! induce! an! opposite! orientation.! As! a! consequence,! the!interactions!of!pentacene!molecules!with!the!substrate!become!more!dominant,!and!they!lie!flat!on!the!surface.![14,15]!! Recent! studies! on!metal/SAM/pentacene! systems! have!shown! that! SAMs! not! only! tune! the!metal!work)function,!but!also!alter! the!surface! tension! yielding! a! different! OS!morphology! with! respect! to! the! bare!metal!(Fig.3.3).![16,17]!As! shown! in!Fig.3.3,! the!SAM)modified!metal! electrodes! improve! the!pentacene!morphology!at! the! interface!between! electrodes! and! channel!leading! to! a! clear! improvement! of! the!charge!injection.!In!organic!device!SAMs!can!act!not!only!as! a! passive! components! but! they! can!act! as! nanodielectrics! (Self)assembled!Nanodielectrics,! SANDs).! In! 2000,!Vuillaume’s! group! in! Lille,! France,!demonstrated! that! a! single! layer! of!carboxyl)terminated! n)alkylsilanes! on!natively!oxidized!silicon!could!serve!as!a! molecular! dielectric! layer! in! TFTs!with! a! thickness! of! a! few! nanometers!and!with!low!leakage!current.![18]!
Fig.3.!3!AFM!images!(3x3μm2)!of!a!monolayer!of!pentacene!at!the!interface!between!gold!and!SiOx!a)!bare!gold,!b)!PFOT)modified!gold.!d)!Output!characteristics!of!transistor!with!Au!(left)!and!Au)PFOT!(right)!electrodes.!c)!Transfer!characteristics!of!the!same!transistor!sas!in!b).![17]!
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The!most!beneficial!feature!of!this!approach!is!the!low!operational!voltage!due!to!the!larger!capacity!(C!≈!0.4–0.7!F!μcm−2)!of!the!nanodielectric!layer!compared!with!the!usual!dielectrics.!A!further!excellent!exploitation!of!SAMs!applied!to!OFET!is!the!so)called!SAMFETs,!in!which!SAMs!act!directly!as!semiconducting!material!due!to!their!high!aromaticity.!!Three!main!examples!came!out:! (i)! silane)bonded!oligothiophenes! (4T!and!5T)!on!AlOx,! (ii)!hexabenzocoronenes! (HBCs)! covalently! bonded! on! SiOx,! and! (iii)! poly)! or! functional!oligothiophenes!assembled!(via!the!PA!anchor!group)!on!ZnO!surfaces.![19–24]!In! conclusion! molecular! self)assembly! is! a! powerful! tool! for! creating! functional! films! in!organic! electronics! due! to! the! wide! library! of! self)assembling! molecules! provided! by! the!organic! chemistry.! SAMs! represent! an! elegant! and! straightforward! approach! to! combine!complex!functionalities!in!organic!devices!and!they!pave!the!way!towards!smart!applications!in!molecular!electronics.!!
3.2!Study!of!tunnelling!across!self>assembly!monolayer!!!Charge! transport! across! alkanethiol! SAMs! has! been! widely! investigated! in! a! variety! of!Au/molecule/metal! junctions,! where! the! metal! counter)electrode! is! made! with! either!vacuum)sublimed! Au! films,[25]! conductive! scanning!probes,[26]! mercury! droplets,[27][28]! or! by!mechanically!controlled!break!junctions.[29]!In! all! these! experiments,! the! conductance! of! the!monolayer! junction! decays! exponentially! versus! the!chain!length!n%(expressed!as!the!number!of!C!atoms!in!the! alkyl! chain,! or! methylene! units)! as! exp(5βn).! The!measured!inverse!decay!rate!lies!in!the!range!0.5)1!Å)1!for! aliphatic! SAM! and! 0.2)0.5! Å)1,! suggesting! a!resonant!through)bond!tunneling.!In!2007,!Stoliar!P.!et!al.![30]!systematically!investigate!the! influence!of!n)alkanethiol!monolayers,!with! chain!length! ranging! between! 3! and! 16! units,! on! the!response! of! a! real! organic! FET.! The! insertion! of! an!alkanethiol! spacer! between! pentacene! and! gold!electrode!clearly!affects!the!charge!carrier!mobility.!As!shown!in!Fig.3.4!(top),!the!field)effect!mobility!vs.!n!shows!the!so)called!“odd)even!effect”!for!intermediate!chain)length! (namely! up! to! 9! carbon! atoms).! The! μ!behaviour! reveals! an! exponential! dependence! as! a!function!of!the!chain!length!(see!Fig.3.4),!following!this!phenomenological!fit!function:!
μ(n)%=%μl%nα%e5βn! Eq.!3.1!where!n!is!the!number!of!homolog!units,!α!is!a!scaling!factor! and! β! is! the! decay! exponent,! representing! the!inverse! decay! length! of! the! charge! tunnelling. The!
Fig.3.!4!(top)!Charge!mobility!of!pentacene!FETs!vs!alkanethiol!chain!length!n!as!obtain!in!saturation!regime.!(bottom)!The!same!data!in!a!semilog!plot.![30]!
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global!fit!of!the!data!exhibits!an!exponential!decay!rate!β!equal!to!0.90!±!0.19!(odd)!and!0.72!±!0.20!(even)!inverse!methylene!units!(CH2)1).!The!β!values!were!in!agreement!with!the!values!reported!for!the!current!across!single!alkanethiol!molecule!junctions!(0.5)1!Å)1).![31]  Not!only!the!electrical!behaviour,!but!also!the!pentacene!morphology!depends!on!the!surface!because!the!use!of!SAMs!alters!the!surface!energy!and!consequently!it!changes!the!pentacene!growth!mode![17] The! rationale! of! Stoliar! et! al! introduced! the! new! concept! of! charge)injection! lengthscale,!λ,!which!took!into!account!three!competing!effects:!(i)!the!thickness!of!the!“geometrical”!barrier!that!was!systematically!increased!from!3!to!16!carbon!atoms,![31](ii)!the!decrease!of!the!hole!injection!barrier!with!n;!(iii)!the!decreasing!interfacial!disorder!with!n.!All!these!effects!were!merged! together! in! the! interfacial! length!scale!
λ: 
λ%=%constant%+%(n51)l%+%ζ(n)% Eq.!3.2!where!the!first!two!terms!on!the!right!side!add!to! the! thickness! of! the! alkanethiol,! being! the!constant! equal! to! the! sum! of! the! equilibrium!distance!rAu5S!between!Au!and!S! in!the!thiolate,!the! S)C! bond! length! rS5C,! and! the! equilibrium!distance!of!pentacene!on!the!alkanethiol!layer,!




large)area! molecular! junctions,! as! a! series! resistance! to! the! total! resistance! of! a! BG/BC!untreated!transistor!(calculated!with!TLM!using!various!channel!lengths).!As! shown! in!Fig.3.6;! the! validity! of! the! above!mentioned!analysis! is! confirmed!by! the! good!agreement!between!experimental!data!(red!triangles!and!blue!circles)!and!the!calculated!solid!lines.! This! unambiguously! demonstrates! that! SAM!acts! as! tunnelling! resistances! coupled! to!the!channel!resistance.!Within!this!context,!we!use!pentacene)based!OFET!in!BG/BC!configuration!as!test)beds!for!the!electrical! characterization! of! SAM! sandwiched! between! Au! electrodes! and! the! organic!semiconductor.!!Different! sets!of! SAM!were! tested;! each!of! them!was!designed!varying!one!of! the! following!criteria:!(i)!the!chain)length,!(ii)!the!head!or!tail!groups.!!





Fig.3.!8!Transfer!and!Output!characteristic!dataset.!Continuous!lines!are!mean!trends.!As!previously!mentioned,!the!exponential!dependence!of!parameters,!like!field)effect!mobility,!is! the! main! focus! of! this! activity.! Fig.! 3.9! shows! the! µ! values! extracted! from! the! transfer!characteristics!in!linear!and!saturation!regime!as!a!function!of!the!number!of!thienyl!units.!It!clearly!exhibits!an!exponential!decay!from!C8)SH!(n!=!0)!to!T4)C8)SH!(n!=!4).!The!exponential!decay! factor,!β,%was!extracted! from!the!slope!of! the! linear! fitting!of! the! log)lin!plot! (see!Fig.!3.9).!!The! inverse! length! scale! β!turns!out! to!be!0.24(±0.01)!Å)1!in!the!linear!regime!and!0.17(±0.02)! Å)1! in!saturation!regime.!This! is! consistent! with! the!data! in! literature! [31,33]!for! π)conjugated! molecules!(0.2! to! 0.6! Å)1)! confirming!the! through)bond! charge!tunneling!mechanism.!The!absence!of!a!clear!odd–even! effect! suggests! that!straight! oligothienyl! linear!chains!dominate,!sigma!bond!isomerization!is!negligible!within!the!molecules!in!the!SAM,!and!there!are!no!substantial!differences!in!tilt!angle!along!the!homolog!series.!As! comparison,!we!have! extracted! from! the! output! characteristics! the! current! density! J,! by!dividing!the!IDS!current!(in!both!regimes)!by!the!effective!injection!area!Aeff%.!This! is!calculated!by!multiplying!the!channel!width%W!by!the!pentacene!thickness!h! (4.5!nm!according!to![34])effectively!involved!in!charge!transport.!The!current!density!is!estimated!at!VGS!=!-40!V,!for!VDS!=!-1!V!and!VDS!=!-40!V!corresponding!to!linear! and! saturation! regimes! respectively.! The! exponential! decay! β%measured! from! the!current!density!for!both!regimes!matches!the!values!extracted!from!the!charge!mobility!(0.27!and!0.23!Å)1!for!linear!and!saturation!regime!respectively).!
Fig.3.!9!Exponential!decay!vs!SAM!thickness!(bottom!axis)!and!number!n!of!thienyl!units!of!the!chain!(top!axis).!The!molecular!length!has!been!calculated!by!the!sum!of!the!C8)SH!(14!Å)!plus!4!Å!for!each!thienyl!units!calculated!by!dividing!the!length!of!sexithienyl!by!six.[59,60](A)!Field)effect!mobility!and!(B)!current!density;!full!squares!and!empty!squares!correspond!in!both!cases!to!linear!and!saturation!regimes!respectively.!!
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The! FET! current! (IDS)! depends! on! three! in)series! resistors! arising! from! source! and! drain!interfaces!with!the!organic!semiconductor!(RSD),!and!from!the!resistance!of!the!channel!(Rch),!!
R%=%Rch%+%RSD%! ! Eq.!3.3!There!are!different!ways!for!the!extraction!of!the!contact!resistance,!viz.!transfer!line!method!(TLM)[35],! gated! four)probe! measurements! [36]!and!local!potentiometry.[37]!!We! have! evaluated! the! effective! resistivity! of! our!devices!through!the! relationship:!





Fig.3.!12!Morphology!of!pentacene!10!ML!thick.!(a)d)!pentacene!on!channel,!(e)h)!pentacene!on!Au!electrodes.!(a)(e)!T1)C8)SH,!(b)(f)!T2)C8)SH,!(c)(g)!T3)C8)SH!and!(d)(h)!T8)C8)SH.!!The! morphology! of! the! pentacene! thin)film! has! been! verified! on! SAM)functionalized!electrodes!and!on!gate!dielectric!(Fig.3.12).!!The! images!were! analysed! by!means! of! HHCF! (H(τ))!where! τ! is! the! distance! between! two!points!of!the!image!and!we!plot!the!saturated!roughness!σrms,!the!roughness!exponent!α!and!the! correlation! length! ξ! vs% the! number! of! thienyl! units! (as! described! in! Chapter! 2.2.3);! the!graphs!are!shown!in!Fig.3.13.!
!
Fig.3.!13!Alpha!coefficient!(A)!and!saturated!roughness!(B)!plotted!vs!thienyl!units.!The!first!two!parameters!turn!out!to!be!dependent!on!the!different!SAMs,!on!contrary!ξ!does!not!resolve!the!different!SAMs!due!to!high!deviation!standards.!The! pentacene! morphology! in! the! channel! is! invariant! for! all! the! devices,! because! the!oligothiophene!molecules!are!not!able!to!modify!the!silicon!oxide!surface.!!!!!!!!!
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3.4!OFETs!as!charge!injection!organic!gauge!applied!to!
hydrophilic!SAMs!!!A! second! homolog! series! of! organic! molecules! was! employed!onto! S/D! electrodes! of! OFETs! in! order! to! study! the! charge!injection! at! metal/SAM/OS! interface.! We! used! a! set! of! linear!alkanethiols! terminated! with! a! hydroxyl! group! (HS(CH2)n! OH!with!n!=!3,!4,!6,!8,!9,!11)!in!order!to!change!in!a!systematic!way!the!thickness!of!the!charge!injection!barrier!(Fig.3.14).!!! 3.4.1!Electrical!characterizations!!All! devices! have! been! electrically! characterized! ex5situ! in! both!vacuum! and! air.! Pristine! TFTs! (indicated! as! n! =! 0,! bare! Au!contacts)!have!been!taken!as!benchmark.!
!!
Fig.3.!15!Transfer!(a)!and!output!(b)!characteristics!of!OTFTs!with!S/D!electrodes!modified!by!hydrophilic!SAMs!The! shortest! SAM! (n! =! 3)! worsens! the! electrical! performances! of! the! device,! as! shown! in!either! the! I–V! transfer! or! the! output! characteristics!(Fig.3.15).! Conversely,! SAMs! with! four! and! six! methylene!units! (n! =! 4! and! n! =! 6)! yield! ohmic! contacts! and!consequently!improve!the%IDS.!!For!n%>!6,!the!electrical!behaviour!worsens!likely!due!to!the!systematic! thickening! of! the! charge)injection! barrier.! The!non)linear! trend!of! I–V!output!characteristics! [14]! for! low!





calculated!using!the!relationship:!VDS/(Jh).!!The! exponent! β! is! 1.1(±0.3)! Å-1,! 1.2(±0.3)! Å-1! and!0.7(±0.2)!Å-1! for!mobility! (βμ),! current! density! (βJ)! and!total!resistivity!(βρ),!respectively.!They!are!calculated!by!fixing!the!length!of!a!CH2!unit!to!1.2!Å-1![39].!Within!the!experimental!error,!βμ,!βJ!and!βρ!are! in!agreement!with!the!values!reported!for!a!series!of!hydroxyl)terminated!alkanethiols!(β!=!0.75!Å-1)![40].!Pentacene!is!moderately!stable!to!oxygen!and!humidity![41–43]! and! thus! several! humidity! sensor! based! on!pentacene)TFT!are!reported!in!literature![44].!As!shown!in! Fig.! 3.17,! the! reference! device! exhibits! a! charge!mobility!drop!equal!to%μd%=%(μvac–μair)/%μvac%when!exposed!to! ambient! conditions! (relative! humidity! of! 45%).! The! drop! ranges! from! 50%! to! 60%! for!linear!and!saturation!regimes,!respectively.!The!integration!of!the!hydrophilic!SAMs!gives!rise!to!a!non)monotonic!trend:!intermediate!SAM!lengths!(n%=4!and!6)!appear!less!sensitive!to!the!humidity!(μd!≈!30%),!with!respect!to!the!shorter!and!longer!SAM!lengths!(n!=!3,!8,!9!and!11)!where!μd%ranges!from!55%!to!80%.!!As!suggested!by!Horowitz!et!al.[45],!the!IDS!current!can!be!corrected!by!the!contact!resistance!using!Eq.!3.5:! !!" = !!! !!!! !!" − !!! !!" − !!"!! !! ! Eq.!3.5!where! RC! is! the! in)series! contact! resistance! and! all! the! other! parameters! have! the! usual!meanings.!!Fig.!A1!in!Appendix!A!shows!the!RC!behavior!for!the!homolog!series!of!hydrophilic!SAMs!and!it!is!independent!to!the!VGS!except!for!the!lower!ones.!The!RC!values!extracted!from!the!linear!fit!for!high!VGS!(>!)10V)!are!listed!in!Table!3.1.!!
Molecules! RC!(Ω)!Bare! 1.06!(±0.04)!x!106!C3OH! 1.90!(±0.04)!x!106!C4OH! 4.3!(±0.1)!x!105!C6OH! 5.2!(±0.1)!x!105!C8OH! 1.2!(±0.4)!x!106!C9OH! 2.2!(±0.1)!x!106!C11OH! 3.2!(±0.2)!x!106!





Fig.3.!18!AFM!images!of!pentacene!thin)film!on!Au!electrodes!functionalized!with!HS(CH2)nOH!with!n=3!(a),!n=4!(b),!n=6!(c),!n=8!(d),!n=9!(e)!and!n=11!(f).!The! improved! stability! towards! humidity! showed! by! intermediate! SAMs! (n=4! and! 6),! was!investigated! also! through! AFM! imaging! (Fig.3.18).! In! literature,! sensing! mechanism! of!pentacene)TFT!is!usually!associated!with!grains!density!and!shape!in!the!channel!whereas!the!morphology!of! electrode! is!neglected.!By! the!usual!HHCF!analysis,!we!have! extracted! three!morphological! descriptors:! σrms,! α% and! ξ.! Pentacene! films! on! SAM)coated! electrode! have!constant!σrms!equal!to!5.0±0.3!nm,!and!they!are!composed!by!small!grains.!Accordingly!to!the!literature,! bigger! grains! means! lower! amount! of! grain! boundaries! by! conferring! higher!stability!to!the!device!towards!air!exposure![46][47].!ξ!is!intrinsecally!associated!to!the!grain!size,!because!it!depends!on!alkanethiols.! In!our!experiments,! !ξ!shows!a!maximum!value!for!
n=4! and! 6! (Fig.! 3.19).! The! roughness! exponent! α! has!high! values,! proving! that! the! pentacene! film! on! gold! is!rather!rough.![48]!!Regarding! to! electrochemical! characterization,! cyclic!voltammetry! shows! a! progressive! distortion! of! the!ferricyanide! redox! signal! by! increasing! the! SAM!thickness! due! to! a! better! coverage! and! packing.! As! a!result,!the!ΔEp!ranges!from!71!mV!to!569!mV!for!n%=!3!up!to!n!=!8!respectively.!The!peak)to)!peak!distance!relative!to!thicker!SAMs!is!not!available!because!of!the!complete!quenching! of! the! ferricyanide! signal! (see! Fig.! 3.20(a)).!Accordingly,! the! impedance! spectroscopy! shows! a!Fig.3.!16!Lateral!correlation!length!is!plotted!vs!the!number!of!methylene!units.!
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progressive! increase! of! the! charge! transfer! resistance! RCT! between! our! redox! probe,![Fe(CN)6]3)/4)!and!Au!electrode.!!The!Nyquist!plots!have!been!successfully!fitted!thanks!to!an!equivalent!circuit,!composed!by!a!solution! resistance! (RS),! a! constant! phase! element! (CPE),! a! charge! transfer! resistance! (RCT)!and! the! Warburg! element! (W),! as! shown! in! the! inset! of! Fig.! 3.20(b).! The! charge! transfer!resistance!progressively!rises!as!a!function!of!the!SAM!thickness.!!!
!
Fig.3.!17!Cyclic!voltammetry!(a)!and!impedance!spectroscopy!(b)!for!each!functionalization!in!a!5mM![Fe(CN)6]3)/4)!and!2M!KCl!!
3.5!OFETs!as!charge!injection!organic!gauge!applied!to!Oligoarylenes!SAMs!!(I)!!The!CIOG!sensitivity!was!well!demonstrated!with!the! above)mentioned! works! (viz.! alkanethiols![30],! ! hydroxyl! terminated! ones! [49]! and!oligothiophene! set! [38])! This! further! work,! in!conjunction! with! other! extensive! investigations!reported! in! literature,! is!based!on! the! systematic!investigation! of! structural! and! electronics!properties! of! SAMs! bearing! different!anchoring/terminal!groups!(see!Fig.3.21)..!!The! molecules! are! three! linear! oligoarylenes!featuring!different!functional!groups!at!both!ends!(Fig.!3.21).!We!synthesized!and!characterized!self)!assembled! monolayers! of! (40)(Thiophen)2)yl)Biphenyl)3,5)diyl)! Dimethanethiol! (TBD),! (40)(Thiophen)2)yl)Biphenyl)4)yl)Methanethiol!(TBM),!and!([1,10;40,100]Terphenyl)3,5)diyl)Dimethanethiol!(TD).!!3.5.1!Electrical!characterization!!A!complete!electrical!characterization!was!performed!on!more!than!40!bare!devices!and!more!than!10!devices!modified!by!these!SAMs.!From!the!transfer!characteristics!(see!Fig.!3.22),!we!extracted!charge!mobility!μ,!and!threshold!voltage!Vth!in!vacuum!and!in!air!(Table!3.2).!!!
TBD             TBM                TD  
Fig.3.!21!Chemical!structure!of!the!three!oligoarylenes!SAM.!
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SAM! μ!(cm2/V!s)! Vth!(V)!Bare!Gold! 0.11!(±0.06)! −3(±4)!TBD! 0.011(±0.08)! −21(±3)!TBM! 0.06(±0.04)! −12(±1)!TD! 0.06(±0.03)! −17(±3)!
Table!3.!2!Electrical!parameters!extracted!from!transfer!characteristics!for!the!untreated!device!and!for!the!three!devices!modified!by!oligoarylene!SAM.!
!
OTFTs!performance!were!evaluated!by!defining!two!OTFTs!benchmarks:!(1)!bare!electrodes!for!assessing!the!SAMs!effect!on!the!electrical!performances!and!(2)!electrodes!functionalized!by! the! TBD)based! SAM,! for! evaluating! the! electrical! differences! induced! by! the! anchoring/!terminal!group!replacement!(TBM!and!TD!SAMs!respectively).!The!charge)mobility! is!constant!within!the!error!bars! to!different!SAMs!but!Vth!undergoes!a!marked! negative! shift! for! each! SAM! with! respect! to! the! bare! Au.! These! first! results! are!insufficient!to!unravel!the!actual!role!of!the!SAM!since!extrinsic!effects!related!to!the!different!steps!of!surface!treatment!might!enter!into!play.!The!output!characteristics!(see!Fig.!3.22)!are!very!helpful!to!get!insights!about!the!electrical!contacts! between! the! electrodes! and! the! organic! semiconductor.! The! highest! drain–source!current!IDS!(measured!for!VGS!and!VDS!equal!to!-40!V)!reaches!1!mA!for!OTFT!with!bare!gold!contacts,!whilst!for!OTFTs!with!TBD!and!TBM!get!to!some!tens!of!mA!and!the!TD!about!300!μA.!Marked!IDS!distortion!can!be!observed!for!all!SAMs!in!a!linear!regime.!Such!IDS%ripple!and!drift! depend! on! the! increased! contact! resistances! rising! from! the! SAM! functionalization! of!electrodes.!
Fig.3.!22!Output!(left)!and!transfer!(right)!characteristics!for!the!bare!device!(A)!and!for!the!three!functionalizations:!TBD!(B),!TBM!(C)!and!TD!(D).!Transfer!characteristics!are!in!linear!regime!at!VDS!=)1V!for!bare!and!VDS!=!)5V!for!treated!OTFTs.!
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where!Rmax! is! the!maximum! resistance! at! the! voltage!Vmax,! and!Vc% is! the! critical! voltage! at!which!the!total!resistance!is!reduced!to!63%!of!the!initial!value!(i.e.!Rmax).!!
!
Fig.3.!24!Resistivity!!vs%VGS!behaviour!for!each!kind!of!device.!Black!squares!and!red!dots!are!relative!to!L!=!20!μm!and!L!=!40!μm.!The!transition!from!depletion!to!accumulation!regime!can!be!experimentally!quantified!by!the!resistance! drop! (ΔR)! at! the! critical! voltage! (viz.! Rmax% exp% [51% +% (Vmax/Vc)]).! Table! 3.3!summarizes! the! parameters! for! the! two! device! geometries.! The! OTFT! functionalized! with!TBD)coated! electrodes! compared! to! the! OTFT!with! bare! ones! shows!marked! increase! of! 3!orders! of!magnitude! in! the%ΔR! (from!MΩ! x! cm! to! GΩ! x! cm),!whereas! TBM! and! TD! show! a!progressive!decrease!induced!by!the!structural!changes.!!!
SAM! ΔRL=20!(Ω!x!cm)! ΔRL=40!(Ω!x!cm)! Vc!L=20!(V)! Vc!L=40!(V)!
None! 1.3!(±0.1)×105! 3.7!(±0.2)×105! )6.5!(±0.4)! )5.1!(±0.3)!
TBD! 9.4!(±0.4)×108! 2.2!(±0.2)×108! )3.6!(±0.1)! )4.0!(±0.2)!
TBM! 9.9!(±0.3)×107! 3.2!(±0.1)×108! )1.44!(±0.03)! )2.48!(±0.02)!
TD! 5.9!(±0.2)×106! 5.6!(±0.1)×107! )3.9!(±0.1)! )2.9!(±0.1)!










SAM! σrms!(nm)! α1! ξ1!(×10−8!m)! α2!(nm)! ξ2!(nm)!
None! 9.3(±0.5)! 0.79(±0.01)! 7(±1)! ⁄! ⁄!
TBD! 7.7(±0.3)! 0.90(±0.01)! 7(±2)! ⁄! ⁄!
TBM! 11.6(±0.5)! 0.85(±0.01)! 10(±3)! 0.67(±0.01)! 5(±9)!
TD! 12.9(±0.7)! 0.77(±0.01)! 10(±3)! ≈0! 5(±2)!
Table!3.!5!Scaling!parameters!for!the!AFM!images!relative!to!P5!thin)film!on!SAM)coated!Au!electrodes.!!3.5.3!Electrochemical!measurements!!Comparing!the!electrochemical!behaviour!of!a!redox!couple!between!a!bare!electrode!and!a!SAM)coated!electrode,! important!information!on!SAM!packing!and!on!its!ability!to!block!the!
TBD TBM TD 
Fig.3.!18!AFM!images!of!pentacene!thin)film!on!SAM)coated!electrodes.!
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redox!reaction!can!be!extracted.!Fig.!3.26!shows!the!cyclic!voltammograms!recorded!for!the!Fe(CN)63)/4)!couple!on!a!bare!gold!electrode! and! on! the! same! electrode! functionalized! with! the! three! SAM! at! increasing!incubation!time.!After! 7h! cathodic! and! anodic! signals! disappears! completely! and! similar! behaviour! was!obtained!for!TD!and!TBM!SAMs!proving!the!high!quality!of!the!monolayers.!The!three!SAMs!show!different!kinetic!behaviour,!therefore!TBM!and!TBD!slow!down!the!Au!passivation! compared! to! TD! SAM!probably! due! to! the! presence! of! the! sulphur! atom! at! the!terminal!group.!
!
Fig.3.!26!Cyclic!voltammograms!for!each!SAM!as!a!function!of!the!incubation!time.!CV!are!obtained!at!0.02!V!s)1!for!5!mM!Fe(CN)63)/4)!and!2M!KCl!!
3.6!OFETs!as!charge!injection!organic!gauge!applied!to!Oligoarylene!SAMs!(II)!!!Another!set!of!linear!oligoarylenes!(Fig.3.27)!featuring!different! functional! groups! was! studied:! (i)! 4)!methoxy)terphenyl)4′′)methanethiol! (MTM),! (ii)! 4)methoxy)!terphenyl)3′′,5′′)dimethanethiol!(MTD),!(iii)!4)nitro)terphen)! yl)4′′)methanethiol! (NTM),! and! (iv)!4)nitro)terphenyl)3′′,5′′)! dimethanethiol! (NTD).! They!share! the! main! backbone! (three! phenyl! rings)! and!they!different!for!head/tail!groups.!!!! 3.6.1!Electrical!characterization!!OFETs!have!been!prepared!by!the!following!protocol:!i)!a!first!treatment!with!hexamethyldisilazane!(HMDS)!vapours!overnight!i!to!passivate!the!SiOx!dielectric!surface!and!ii)!the!usual!protocol!described!in!the!paragraph!2.1.4.!!Devices!with!only!HMDS!functionalization!were!taking!as!references!and!they!show!mobility!of!0.41!(±0.04)!cm2!V−1!s−1,! threshold!voltage!of!7!(±2)!V,!and!a!negligible!bias!stress.!SAMs!deposition!lasts!72h!and!devices!only!immersed!in!CH2Cl2!were!studied!to!verify!the!solvent!effect.!The!organic!solvent!treatment!slightly!decreases!the!electrical!performances,!featuring!a!mobility!of!0.13!(±0.03)!cm2!V−1!s−1!and!threshold!voltage!of!0!(±1)!V.!This!is!probably!due!to!the!introduction!of!traps!within!the!channel!(Fig.3.28).!!











SAM! µ!(cm2V>1s>1)! Vth!(V)! Vc!L!=!20µm!(V)!MTM! 0.13!(±0.04)! )6!(±1)! 0.91(±0.05)!MTD! 0.08!(±0.03)! )9!(±1)! 1.22(±0.04)!NTM! 0.13!(±0.03)! 2.2!(±0.4)! 1.4(±0.1)!NTD! 0.002!(±0.001)! 2!(±2)! 1.9(±0.3)!
Table!3.!6!μ,!Vth!and!Vc!are!reported!for!each!oligoarylenes!! 3.6.2!Wettability!measurements!and!AFM!analysis!!The!adhesion!work!WA%shows!highest!values!for!the!double)capped!thiols!(MTD!=!55!erg!cm)2!and!NTD!=!59!erg!cm)2)!compared!with!SAMs!having!one!thiolated!legs!(MTM!=!46!erg!cm)2!and!NTM!=!48!erg!cm)2)!while!the!nature!of!the!tail!group!seems!do!not!affect!this!parameter.!Fig.!3.29!shows!the!WA!plot!for!NTM!and!NTD!SAMs.!
! ! !
Fig.3.!31!WA!extraction!for!the!two!nitro)terminated!SAM.!As! previously! demonstrated,! the! pentacene!morphology! is! strongly! influenced! by! different!SAMs!on!electrodes..!HHCF!analysis!of!AFM!images!(Fig.!3.32)!provides!our!usual!morphological!descriptors!of!OS!growth:! the!root)!mean)square!roughness,!σrms,! (ii)! the! lateral!correlation! length,!ξ,!and!(iii)!the!roughness!exponent,!α.!
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All!the!estimated!parameters!are!listed!in!Table!3.7!and!the!main!result!is!the!appearance!of!a!second!correlation!length!for!NTM!and!MTM,!which!hints!two!characteristic!length!scales!for!SAMs!that!have!lower!WA.!These!evidences!also!suggest!that!bidentate!SAMs!yield!pentacene!morphology!with!a!single!level!of!order!(namely!a!unique!lateral!correlation!length).!The!contribution!of!different!head!groups!emerges!from!α2!values,!which!are!higher!for!NTM!than!MTM.!This!means!smoother!pentacene!morphology!for!−NO2)terminated!SAMs!than!−OCH3)!terminated!ones.!!
SAM! σrms!(nm)! α1! ξ1!(x!10>8!m)! α2! ξ2!(nm)!MTM! 15.5!±0.4! 0.90!±!0.01! 6.6!±!0.9! )! )!MTD! 10.9!±!0.1! 0.73!±!0.02! 5!±!2! 0.33!±!0.01! 8!±!7!NTM! 11.1!±!0.2! 0.83!±!0.01! 7.2!±!0.9! )! )!NTD! 11.3!±!0.2! 0.72!±!0.02! 9!±!3! 0.58!±!0.01! 4!±3!
Table!3.!7!Scaling!parameters!extracted!from!AFM!images!for!the!four!oligoarylenes.!! !! 3.6.3!Electrochemical!measurements!!As!previously!done! for!TBM,!TDM!and!TD!SAMs,!we!monitored! the! changes! in! the! faradaic!current!of![Fe(CN)6]3−/4−!as!a!function!of!increasing!incubation!time!of!the!Au!electrode.!Again!a!progressive!distortion!and!decrease!of!the!faradaic!current!relative!to!redox!reaction!of!the![Fe(CN)6]3−/4−!is!observed!as!a!distinctive!feature!of!Au!surface!passivation!(Fig.3.33).!We!have!adopted!an!empirical!approach!to!quantify!the!passivation!mechanism!occurring!at!the!Au!surface!by!determining!an!apparent!constant!kpass%by!using:!ln ! = ! ln !! − !!!"##!!! ! ! Eq.!3.7!where!t!is!the!incubation!time,!i0!and!i!are!the!current!intensity!at!a!fixed!potential!value!for!bare! and! functionalized! Au! at! time! t,! respectively.! This! procedure! was! repeated! for! each!investigated!molecule!and!the!corresponding!passivation!rate!constants,!kpass,!are!reported!in!Table!3.8!
!
!







Fig.3.!33!a)!CV!of!the!four!SAM!as!a!function!of!immersion!time.!b)!Exponential!dependence!of!the!cathodic!peak!vs%immersion!time.!By! comparing! kpass! of! MTM! and! NTM! to! MTD! and! NTD! respectively,! it! is! clear! that! the!presence!of!two!−SH!groups!instead!of!one!slows!down!the!Au!passivation.!Considering!wettability!analysis!and!electrochemical!results,! it! is! reasonable! to!assume!that!the!presence!of!two!anchoring!groups!instead!of!one!acts!as!an!additional!constraint!inducing!a!different!packing!arrangement!on!the!surface!for!mono)!and!bidentate!molecules.!!EIS! measurements! (shown! in! Fig.3.34)! are! recorded! in! 100! mM! NaClO4! and! 5! mM! of![Fe(CN)6]3−/4−,!sweeping!the!frequency!from!105!Hz!up!to!10)1Hz,!at!a!potential!centered!at!the!
E0!value!of!ferricyanide!with!an!amplitude!of!10!mV.!The! equivalent! circuit! used! to! fit! the!Nyquist!plots!(shown!in!Fig.3.32)!requires!only!3!elements:!(i)!the!solution!resistance!(RS),! (ii)! the! charge! transfer! resistance!(RCT),! and! (iii)! a! constant! phase! element!(CPE),!which! can!be!directly! translated! to!the! capacitance! of! the! SAM.! As! already!observed! for! adhesion!work! and!kpass,! the!
RCT! values! are! clearly! affected! by! the!number! of! the! anchoring! group.! In! fact,! a!systematic! increase! of! 1! order! of!magnitude! (namely! from! hundreds! of! kΩ!to!units!of!MΩ)!moving!from!methanethiol!to!dimethanethiol!is!observed.!By! exploiting! the! method! of! Porter! et! al.![55][56]! (see! Appendix! B! for! details),! we! have! used! electrochemical! desorption!measurements!to!calculate!SAMs!surface!coverage,!Γ,!the!values!are!listed!in!Table!3.8!!
! MTM! MTD! NTM! NTD!
kpass!(s)1)! 1.6!(±0.1)×10)4! 1.2!(±0.1)×10)4! 2.0!(±0.6)!×10)4! 0.70!(±0.06)×10)4!
C%(µF/cm2)! 5.0!(±0.3)! 5.0!(±0.2)! 6.3!(±0.3)! 5.9!(±0.3)!
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Bioelectronics+ is+one+of+the+ latest+branches+of+Organic+Electronics.+ It+has+received+considerable+
attention+in+the+last+years+due+to+the+urgent+necessity+to+couple+electronic+devices+with+biology.+
This+chapter+introduces+the+basics+of+bioelectronics+and+deals+with+its+applications+as+sensors.+A+
brief+description+of+SAM+deployed+ todevices+ is+given,+ including+our+recent+results+on+dopamine+
sensing.+The+final+part+of+the+chapter+illustrates+our+novel+immunosensor+for+cytokines+detection.+!
4.1!Bio2sensing!by!means!of!Self2Assembled!Monolayers!!Compared! to! the! bulk! matter,! surfaces! differ! for! many! chemico:physical! features! such! as!chemical! reactivity,! work:function,! electronic! states,! morphology! and! surface! tension.!Complex! structures,! such! as! organic! field:effect! transistors,! are! greatly! influenced! by! the!different!interface!reactivities!and!consequently!their!electrical!performances.!Self:assembled!monolayers! provide! a! convenient,! flexible! and! a! easy:to:use! approach! for! tailoring! the!interfacial!properties!of!metals,!metal!oxides!and!semiconductors.!!Over! the! last! decade,! SAMs! have! gained! attention! for! their! potential! application! like! anti:corrosion!coatings!and!sensor!technology.!First! investigations!were!made!on!SAMs!able!to!sense!pH!by!noting!that!SAM!capacitance!is!strongly!affected!by!protonation/deprotonation!of!the!adsorbate!itself.!Crooks!et!al.!reported!pH!titrations!of!mercapto:pyridine!and!aminothiophenol!SAMs.![1]!
!
Fig.4.!1!Sensing!strategies!by!means!of!SAMs!a)!pH:dependent!heterogeneous!electron!transfer!at!a!de:protonable!monolayer,!b)!SAMs!of!β:cyclodextrin!and!their!complexation!with!ferrocene,!c)!sandwich!complexation!of!metal!ions!by!crown!ether!adsorbates.![68]!!Apart!protons,!detection!of!other!analytes!requires!different!sensitive!mechanism,!in!which!a!molecular! recognition! between! SAM! molecules! and! analytes! has! to! occur.! Thanks! to! the!extreme! versatility! of! organic! chemistry,!many! SAMs!with! different! functional! groups! (viz.!nonpolar,! polar,! electroactive! and! biologically! active)! are! commercial:! There! are! two! basic!strategies! in!SAMs!engineering:! i)! the!exCsitu!modification!of!SAM!with! functional!groups!or!ligands! and! the! subsequent! self:assembly! or! ii)! the!modification! of! the! surface! due! to! the!direct!assembly!of!a!SAM.!The! latter! is!more! frequent!because! it!requires!easier!processing,!enables!the!direct!integration!of!ligands!in!a!preformed!SAMs.!This!way!of!surface!engineering!makes! possible! the! fusion! of! particular! ligands,! which! are! not! compatible! with! the! self:assembling! molecules,! and! it! preserves! the! underlying! structure! of! the! SAM.! A! number! of!different! classes! of! organic! reactions! have! been! explored! for! SAM!modifications,! including!
a) b) c) 
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nucleophilic!substitutions,!esterifications,!acylations!and!nucleophilic!additions.!The!external!incorporation! of! functional! ligands! through! amide:bond! formation! or! by! means! of! Schiff’s!base!are!two!of!the!most!used!strategies!for!SAM!tailoring.!!Scientific!literature!presents!a!wide!range!of!sensors!based!on!the!surface!engineering;!many!examples! deal! with! the! detection! of! metal! ions! like! Cd2+,! Hg2+! and! Pb2+,! highly! toxic!environmental!contaminants,!or!with!the!recognition!of!small!molecules,!like!glucose.![2–4]!Analyte! detection! is! ensured! by! the! host:guest! recognition! with! SAMs! endowed! with!pluridentate!ligands!like!crown!ethers,!calixarenes!or!b:cyclodextrines.![5–7]!When!peptides,!antibodies!or!enzymes!are!directly!added!on!the!organic!monolayer,!a!more!complex!scenario!emerges!as!highlighted!in!paragraph!4.3.!The! fabrication!of! these! ‘smart+surfaces’! requires!not!only!a! careful!design!of! the!molecules!but!also!a!reliable!analytical!device.!As!a!result,!different!transductions!have!been!successfully!deployed! such! as! electrochemical,! optical,! piezoelectric! and!mechanical! ones.! Each! of! them!was!applied!to!a!wide!range!of!analytes!and!they!showed!different!pros!and!cons.!My!work!deals!with!two!types!of!bio:sensors:!the!former!based!on!SAMs!and!the!latter!on!a!protein!as!electrode! modifier.! These! two! case! studies! are! part! of! the! field! of! bioelectronics,! whose!principal!aim!is!to!establish!a!mutual!synergy!between!electronics!and!biology.!!! 4.1.2!Organic!Bioelectronics!!Organic! bioelectronics! can! be! seen! as! the! merging! of! two! fields:! biology! and! organic!electronics.! Main! interests! are! catalysed! by! this! this! field,! hence! the!major! challenge! is! to!combine! electronics! to! life! science! and/or! health! care.! Information! processing! along! with!storage,!electronic!components!and!actuators!are!other!open:issues.![8–10]!The!birth!of!bioelectronics!dates!back!to!18th!century!thanks!to!the!pioneering!work!of!Luigi!Galvani!who! induced!muscular! activity! in! a! detached! leg!muscle! of! a! frog.! Nowadays,! cells!signal! stimulation! and! implantable! devices! are! some! of! the! consequent! challenges! of! this!emerging!field.!As! already! mentioned,! the! implantation! of! novel! devices! poses! stringent! requirements! in!terms!of!biocompatibility!to!avoid!auto:immune!responses.!!
!
!
Fig.!4.!2!A!cartoon!showing!the!scope!of!organic!bioelectronics.!Reprinted!with!permission!from![8]!!!A! further! requirement! is! to!provide! convenient! long:term!operation!with! a!minimal! loss!of!electrical! functionality! throughout! the! course! of! implantation;! “realCtime”!monitoring! could!prevent!late!diagnosis!and!loco:regional!therapies!could!be!performed!to!improve!the!quality!of!life!in!patients!who!are!subjects!of!clinical!routines.!!
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Furthermore,!these!kinds!of!devices!have!to!combine!ionic!current!coupled!to!electrical!signal!as!many!living!organisms!are!used!to!do.!!Nowadays,!electronic!and!electrochemical!solid:state!transducers!operate!trough!these!basic!principles!by!means!of!architectures!based!on!inorganic!and/or!organic!materials.!As!a! consequence,!organic!bioelectronics! should!design!novel!devices!with!active! interfaces!capable! to! synchronize! communications! with! living! matter! and! to! manage! bi:directional!exchange!of!signals.!!One! of! the! greatest! advantage! by! using! organic! materials,! compared! to! the! inorganic!counterparts,! are! the!mechanical! compliance,! transparency,!easy!processing.!Moreover! they!can!mimic!biological!structures!such!as!self:assembly!and!self:organization.!!Field:effect! transistors! have! already! demonstrated! to! be! suitable! candidate! as! organic!electronics! transducer,! thus! small!outer! stimuli! can! induce! sizeable! changes! in! its!electrical!performances.! Such! kind! of! sensing! includes! the! detection! of! gaseous! and! liquid!molecules!that! have! to! diffuse! in! the! semiconducting! thin:film! or! adsorb! to! one! of! its! interface!interacting!with!charge!carriers.!Some!relevant!examples!were!demonstrated!by!Dodabalapur!and! Torsi! [11],! in! which! an! OFET! based! on! ! NTCDA! (1,4,5,8:naphthalene! tetracarboxylic!dianhydride),!as!organic!semiconductor,!was!sensitive!to!specific!targets;!Andringa!et!al.![12]!demonstrated!a!SAMFET!sensor!for!nitric!oxide!in!2010!,!whereas!Stoliar!and!co:workers![13]!fabricated! a! pentacene:based! OFET! sensitive! to! different! concentration! of! DNA! (Fig.! 4.3).!Further!details!and!examples!can!be!found!in!literature.![14–20]!
!
Fig.4.!3!(left)!Schematic!of!the!OFET!used!in![9].!(right)!Transfer!characteristics!at!different!DNA!concentrations.![13]!!All!these!sensors!were!operated!in!dry!state.!The!direct!exposure!of!these!devices!to!aqueous!solution! posed! a! further! requirement:! to! avoid! the! water! electrolysis! and! other! faradaic!reactions.!!As!already!stated,!the!water!electrolysis!governed!by!the!following!aspects:!!H2O!! ! 2H+!+!½!O2!+!2e:!!Water! is! oxidatively! turned! into!protons! and!oxygen! at! a! standard!potential! of! 0.571!V! (vs!SHE)!and!it!is!inversely!reduced!2H2O!+!2e:!! ! H2!+!2OH:!at!a!standard!potential!of!:0.658!V!(vs!SHE)!yielding!hydrogen!and!hydroxyls.!These!reactions!set!a!limit!of!the!operational!potential!in!OFETs.!Usually,!organic!transistors!were! operated! with! higher! potentials! and! the! simple! exposure! to! the! outer! environment!induced!great!instabilities.![21]!This!scenario!posed!a!further!boost!in!the!material!synthesis!for! each! single! component! of! the! electronic! devices.!Not! only! low!operational! voltages,! but!
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also!high:k!dielectrics!and!water:proof!organic!semiconductors!had!to!be!developed!in!order!to!avoid!encapsulation!layers.!!The!first!examples!towards!this!route!were!the!OFET!architectures!was!adopted!by!Bao!and!co:workers;! they! demonstrate! the! fully! operability! of! these! device! under! aqueous!environment! by! exploiting! high:k! polymer! dielectrics! and! a! water:stable! organic!semiconductors!from!2008!to!2009![22–24].!!
!
Fig.4.!4!Chemical!detection!in!aqueous!systems!based!on!OTFTs!(VGS!=!:1,!VDS!=!:0.6V).!A)!Schematic!showing!an!OTFT!with!DDFTTF!in!flow!cell!for!aqueous!phase!sensing,!B)!drain!current,!IDS,!response!to!pH!and!C)!IDS!response!to!trinitrobenzene!(TNB).![23]!!The!aspecific!sensitivity!toward!small!analytes,! like!cysteine,!was!validated!in!the!ppm!scale!(Fig.!4.4).!However! the!recognition!mechanism! lack!of! specificity!because! the!response!was!governed!by!physical!adsorption!of!these!molecules!on!the!OS.!Later!on,!Kahn!and!co:workers!develop!a!pentacene!OFET!biotin!sensor!using!a!pentacene!as!active!material!with!a!copper!phtalocyanine!film!(CuPc)!as!encapsulation!layer!in!2011.![25]!!Specificity!was!achieved!by!the!introduction!of!a!selective!biorecognition!system!developed!in!2012! by! Hammock! and! co:workers,! [26]! who! introduced! gold! nanoparticles! decorated! by!DNA! aptamers! onto! the! organic! semiconductor.! The! high! affinity! between! this! kind! of!aptamer! and!mercury! cations,! Hg2+,! allows! an! effective! and! selective! recognition! (Fig.! 4.5).!The! same! authors! developed! an! analogous! system! for! the! realCtime! detection! of! thrombin!down!to!the!nanomolar!scale!in!2013.![27]!!
!
Fig.4.!5!Schematic!picture!of!the!sensor!showed!in![22]!for!Hg2+!detection.![26]!!An!alternative!device!configuration!with!respect!to!OFET!is!of!the!so:called!electrolyte:gated!organic!transistor.!This!consists!of!source!and!drain!electrodes!and!a!channel!containing!the!organic! active!material! in! direct! contact!with! the! gate! electrode!via! an! electrolyte! solution,!which!acts!as!the!gate!dielectric.!Two!classes!of!electrolyte:gated!devices!are!known:!(i)!the!Organic!Electrochemical!Transistors! (OECTs)! and! the!Electrolyte:Gated!Organic!Field!Effect!Transistors!(EGOFETs);!the!two!architectures!are!shown!in!Fig.!4.6.!
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Fig.4.!6!Schematic!picture!of!an!EGOFET!device!(left)!and!an!OECT!device!(right)!!OECT!relies!on!a!conductive!polymer,!which!is!electrochemically!active;!thus,! ionic!diffusion!induces! (de:)doping! of! the! conductive! polymer.! Poly(3,4:ethylenedioxythiophene)! (PEDOT)!or! poly(pyrrol)! (PPyr)! doped! by! polianion! poly(styrenesulfonate)! (PSS)! are! the!most! used!active!materials! Despite! the! high! transconductance! compared! to! other! organic! transistors,!these! devices! suffer! of! low! switching! speed! due! to! the! ion! diffusion! along! with! high! off:current.! Malliaras! and! co:workers! recently! overcame! this! drawback! by! optimizing! the!geometrical!parameters.![28]!!Only!in!the!last!decade!OECTs!have!experienced!great!improvements!and!they!were!subject!of!intense! investigations! spanning! from! basic! research! to! advanced! application! as! bio:transducers!and!bio:sensors.!!As! a! result,! Shim! et! al.! [29]! reported! the! first! example! of! OECT! as! glucose! sensor! whose!working! principle! resides! on! the! catalytic! activity! of! glucose! oxidase.! In! particular,! one! by:product!of!the!glucose!oxidation!is!hydrogen!peroxide,!which!is!catalytically!decomposed!by!Ptelectrode,!which! is! the! OECT! gate.! This! faradaic! reaction! at! the! gate! electrode! induces! a!more!effective!Pedot:Pss!de:doping,!hence!a!clear!lowering!of!the!drain:source!current.!!Iannotta! et! al.! recently! studied! the! response! of! OECTs! by! using! surfactants! (hexadecyl!trimethyl! ammonium! bromide,! CTAB)! as! electrolyte.! The! control! of! the! micelle! formation!offers! the! unprecedented! opportunity! to! investigate! the! doping/dedoping! mechanism! of!OECTs!by!varying!their!sizes.![30]!Another! important! example! is! the!use!of!OECTs! coupled! to! cells! and!proteins.!As! shown! in!Fig.4.7,!a!cellular!barrier!has!been!placed!between!Pedot:Pss!and!the!gate!electrode.!Tuning!the!tissue!integrity!by!using!H2O2,!OECT!was!successfully!used!an!electrical!tool!for!testing!the!healthy!or!pathological!state!of!a!cellular!tissue.![31]!(Fig.!4.7)!
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Usually,!the!OS!modification!often!worsens!the!electrical!behaviour!lowering!the!hydrophobic!barrier;! Torsi! et! al! overcame! these! drawbacks! by! means! of! direct! physisorption! of! a!phospholipid!film!on!OS!surface!as!shown!in!Fig.!4.8!b).!!They!shows!the!stabilizing!effect!of!this!natural!coating!in!EGOFETs.![39]!Pedot:Pss! and! other! conductive! polymers! are! electrochemically! stable! thus! OECT!configuration! opens! towards! the! use! of! redox! active! analyte.! Tang! and! co:workers! (2011)!developed!an!OECT!sensor!for!the!neurotransmitter!dopamine.!The!sensing!mechanism!(Fig.!4.8!c))!took!advantage!of!the!dopamine!oxidation!to!o:dopaminequinone!at!the!surface!of!the!gate!electrode.!The!VGS+shift!is!the!responsible!of!the!sensing!behaviour.![40]!Moving! to! our! approach,! the! sensing! strategy! is! focused! on! the!modification! of! the! top! Au!electrode! by! Self:Assembled!Monolayers! (SAMs).! This!means! that! the! sensing! core! and! the!transducing! unit! are! decoupled! (Fig.! 4.8! d)).! The! binding! event! at! the! gate/electrolyte!interface!gives! rise! to!a! resistance!drop!coupled!with! the!addition!of! surface!dipoles.!These!changes!are!consequently!mirrored!to!the!transducer!unit.!!!
!
Fig.4.!8!Sensing!strategy!with!OTFT!liquid!devices:!a)!chemical!modification!of!the!OS,![34]!b)!physisorption!of!the!analytes!on!OS,![39]!c)!redox!reaction!in!liquid!electrolyte![40]!and!d)!functionalization!oft!he!top!gate!electrode.!!
4.2!Label2free!detection!of!dopamine!by!means!of!EGOFET!!! 4.2.1!Dopamine!in!disease!!My! work! has! been! focused! on! dopamine! (or! 3,4:dihydroxyphenethylamine)! that! is! a!neurotransmitter!within! the!catecholamine! family.! It!plays!an! important!role! in!mammalian!brain!by!regulating!the!reward:motivated!behaviour,!motor!control!and!the!release!of!several!important!hormones.!!
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Concerning!to! the! therapeutics,! in! the! late!1950s!Carlsson!showed!that!L:DOPA!was!able! to!cross!the!blood–brain!barrier,!restoring!brain!dopamine!levels!and!motor!function!in!animals.!He! proposed! a! role! for! dopamine! in! the! control! of! motor! function! and! suggested! that!dopamine! deficiency! might! give! rise! to! Parkinsonism.! [42]! In! 1960,! Ehringer! and!Hornykiewicz! found!out!that!the! levels!of!dopamine!are!severely!reduced!in!the!striatum!of!patients! with! Parkinson’s! disease! (PD);! symptoms! become! manifest! when! about! 50%! of!dopamine:containing!neurons! in! the! substantia!nigra! and!70–80%!of! striatal! dopamine!are!lost.![43]!PD!is!the!most!common!neurodegenerative!movement!disorder.!It!affects!more!than!0.1%!of!the!population!older!than!40!years!of!age.![44]!Clinically,!many!patients!suffer!from!slowness!of! movements,! rest! tremor,! rigidity,! and! disturbances! in! balance! (Fig.! 4.11).! A! number! of!patients! also! suffer! from! anxiety,! depression,! autonomic! disturbances,! and! dementia.!Although!there!are!effective!symptomatic!therapies,! there!are!no!proven!neuroprotective!or!neurorestorative!therapies.![44]!!
!








Fig.4.13!Schematic!picture!of!our!test!pattern!integrated!with!a!poly(dimetylsiloxane)!pool!for!confining!a!droplet!of!phosphate!buffer!solution!(PBS).!!Instead! of! using! the! incorporated! silicon! bottom! gate,!maintained! floating! during! electrical!measurements,!we!exploit!a!top!Au!electrode,!which!modulates!the!electrochemical!potential!of! the! aqueous! solution.! The! sensing! core! of! our! device! is! a! self:assembled! monolayer! of!cysteamine!(CA)!and!4:formylphenyl!boronic!acid!(BA)!on!the!Au!electrode!which!enables!the!covalent!binding!of!dopamine!(DA)!due!to!the!esterification!between!BA!and!DA,!as!shown!in!Fig.!4.14.!
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the!boronic!acid!and!the!amine!group.!The!resulting!changes!of!the!transconductance!of!the!EGOFET!allow!the!detection!of!DA.!!!! 4.2.3!Electrical!characterization!!As!benchmark,!we!use!the!EGOFET!with!the!gate!electrode!functionalized!by!CA–BA!SAM.!Fig.!4.15! shows! the! transfer!and!output! characteristics!of! the! reference!EGOFET!as!obtained!by!sweeping!the!gate!voltage!in!50mM!PBS.!
!
Fig.4.!15!Transfer!(a)!and!output!(b)!characteristic!oft!he!reference!device,!in!which!the!gate!is!functionalized!by!CA:BA!based!SAM.!Transfer!are!aquired!in!linear!regime!with!VDS!=!:0.1V.!!The! leakage!current!always!remains!below!5nA!during!operation!and!no!hysteresis!appears!that!indicates!no!electrochemical!doping.!In!order!to!investigate!the!sensitivity!of!the!EGOFET,!we! immersed! the! Au! electrode! for! 30min! in! different! DA! solutions! whose! concentration!ranges!from!pM!to!mM!Results!are!shown! in!Fig.!4.16a.!At!pM!concentration,!a! clear!decrease!of! the!current! in! the!transfer!characteristics!is!observed.!Increasing!DA!concentration,!the!transfer!curves!decrease!down!to!one!order!of!magnitude!(1mM!of!DA)!with!respect!to!the!initial!value..!
!
Fig.4.!16!(a)!Transfer!characteristic!are!acquired!in!linear!regime!(VDS!=!:0.1V)!for!each!DA!concentration.!(b)!Potential!profile!along!the!spatial!coordinate!x!showing!the!two!capacitive!drops!related!to!organic!semiconductor/electrolyte!and!gate/electrolyte!interfaces!respectively.!
As! shown! in! Fig.! 4.16(b),! the! rationale! illustrates! the! electrostatic! coupling! between! gate!electrode!and!the!p:type!semiconducting!channel!while!operating!in!the!accumulation!regime.!The! potential! difference,! denoted! as! VG,eff! ,occurs! at! the! organic! semiconductor/aqueous!solution!interface!and!governs!the!charge!accumulation!in!the!channel!and!the!related!drain!current.! In! the! case! of! polarizable! gate! electrode! (no! faradaic! current),! a! second! potential!drop! occurs! at! the! electrolyte/gate! interface,!which! leads! to! a! difference! between! effective!
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and!applied!VG!gate!potentials.!In!addition,!a!surface!dipole!potential!ΔϕD!can!build!up!at!the!interface!due! to! the!adsorption!of!polar!molecules,! thus! inducing!a! further! shift! of! the!gate!potential.!This!can!be!expressed!as:!!!,!"" = ! !!!!!!! !! + ∆!! ! ! Eq!4.1!!where! C1! and! C2! denote! the! inCseries! capacitances! (see! Appendix! D! for! the! mathematical!derivation)! of! the! aqueous! solution/organic! semiconductor! and! aqueous! solution/gate!interfaces,!respectively.!According!to!the!transfer!characteristics,!a!more!negative!gate!voltage!has! to!be!applied! to!obtain! the! same!amount!of! current! (IDS)! after! additional!DA!exposures!(see!Fig.!416(a)!for!comparison).!DA!adsorption!changes!both!the!capacitance!(C2,DA)!and!the!dipole! potential! (ΔϕD,DA).! Using! Eq.! 4.1,! we! perform! a! quantitative! analysis! of! the! sensing!experiments! and! we! assess! how! DA! adsorption! affects! the! potential! drop! at! the!electrolyte/gate! interface.! By! rescaling! the! applied! gate! potential! to! its! effective! value! all!transfer! curves! can! be! collapsed! into! the! universal! transfer! curve! (shown! in! Fig.! 416(a)),!which!is!described!by!the!following!relation:!!!" !!,!"" = ! !!" !! !! + ∆!!! ! ! Eq.!4.2!where!the!scaling!factor:!!! = ! !!,!" !!!!!,!"#!!,!"# !!!!!,!" !!and!the!threshold!shift!is:!∆!!! = !∆!!,!" − ∆!!,!"#!! !(see!Appendix!C!for!the!derivation).!







The! scaling! factor! sc! decreases! slightly! with! increasing! DA! adsorption,! indicating! a! small!reduction!in!capacitance.!!A!stronger!dependence!on!concentration! is!observed! for! the! threshold!voltage,!which!shifts!up! to! 350mV.! The! direction! and! magnitude! of! this! modulation! are! in! agreement! with! the!zwitterionic!structure!of!the!boronic!acid!together!with!the!terminal!amine!(see!Fig.!4.14).!We!note!however,!that!screening!effects![38]!and!structural!order!along!the!thickness!of!the!SAM![52][53]!are!expected!to!strongly!influence!the!dipole!potential!and!to!render!its!dependence!on! concentration! rather! complex.! The! observed! non:linear! behavior! of! ΔVth! is! probably!correlated!to!structural!order!of!the!monolayer!itself!that!affects!the!interfacial!dipole!at!the!gate! electrode.! The! ΔVth! trend! can! be! fitted! by! the! following! power! law,! ΔVth!=!a!*![DA](b),!showing! a,! b! and! r! parameters! equal! to! 0.651!±!0.001,! 0.1045!±!0.0004! and! 0.99994!respectively.!The!fit!(see!Fig.!4.17b)!points!out!how!the!electrical!response!is!more!effective!for!low!DA!concentrations!compared!to!higher!ones.!As!a!consequence,!we!can!state!that!our!EGOFET! is!well:suited! for!monitoring!healthy! or! pathological!DA! concentration.! It! is!worth!noting! that! a! similar! approach! has! been! achieved! for! DNA! directly! adsorbed! on! the! gate!surface!of!an!OECT!yielding!lower!ΔVth+(around!10–50!mV).![52]!!! 4.2.4!Wettability!analysis!and!Electrochemical!characterization!!The! “inCsitu”! preparation! of! a!multi:step! SAM! changes! progressively! the! chemical–physical!properties! of! the! polycrystalline! Au.! The! study! of! surface! wettability! by! means! of! contact!angle! measurements! describes! the! adhesion! work! (WA)! profile,! which! shows! a! general!decrease!moving!from!the!bare!Au!up!to!the!Au–CA–BA–DA!(see!Fig.!4.19).!
!
Fig.4.!19!Adhesion!work!for!each!step!of!ML:SAM!formation.!!Electrochemistry!is!a!powerful!tool!for!assessing!monolayers!integrity!and!could!monitor!the!formation! of! our! SAM! step:by:step.! Two! kind! of! electrochemical! experiments! have! been!performed:! i)! the! cyclic! voltammetric! response! of! [Fe(CN)6]3−/4−! in! order! to! monitor! the!blocking!properties!of!the!SAM!towards!electron!transfer!and!ii)!the!capacitive!measurements!using!phosphate!buffer!solution!(PBS)!as!support!electrolyte.!!
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4.3!Immunosensing!by!means!of!Electrolyte2Gated!Organic!Field2Effect!Transistors!!! 4.3.1!Introduction!!Accordingly!to!IUPAC!gold!book,!a!biosensor!is!a!device!that!use!specific!biochemical!reaction!mediated!by! isolated!enzymes,! immunosystems,! tissues,! organelles!or!whore! cells! to!detect!chemical!compounds!usually!by!electrical,!thermal!or!optical!signal.![56]!The!canary!in!a!cage!that!was!used!by!miners!to!detect!gas!leakage!can!be!considered!the!first!example! of! biosensor.! Today,! the! most! common! commercial! biosensors! are! (i)the! blood!glucose!biosensor!that!exploits!the!enzyme!glucose!oxidase!and!(ii)!the!pregnancy!test,!which!is!a!colorimetric!biosensor!based!on!an!antibody:based!detection..!!
!
Fig.4.!22!Biosensors!components:!the!transducing!unit,!the!biorecognition!element!and!the!analyte.!!As!depicted!in!Fig.4.22,!a!biosensor!is!composed!by!two!elements:!a!biological!recognition!unit!and! a! transducer.! The! former! is! capable! to! interact! specifically! with! a! target,! whereas! the!latter!is!able!to!turn!a!biological!event!into!a!recordable!signal.!The! most! appealing! applications! for! biosensors! are! deployed! in! healthcare,! industrial!processes! and! biodefense.! New! applications! are! also! being! discovered! since! they! can! be!miniaturized,! or! modified! in! order! to! be! more! user:friendly.! The! biosensors! market! is!extremely! wide,! in! fact! it! entails! diabetes! monitoring,! cardiac! monitoring,! drug! discovery,!agriculture,!environmental!and!bio:defence!practices.!!!! 4.3.2!Protein!engineering!for!direct!immobilization!!Despite! the! promising! symbiosis! between! material! technology,! biochemistry,! and!biotechnology,!it!is!not!trivial!to!implement!biosensor!concepts!in!routine!diagnostics.!The! first! aim! is! to! detect! target! (bio:)molecules! in! relevant! concentrations! and! in! complex!media!such!as!!bodily!fluids!(e.g.,!blood,!plasma,!urine,!...)!and!in!food/environmental!matrices!(e.g.!water,!soil,!air,!...).![57–61]!For!this!reason,!!it!is!crucial!to!assemble!!the!detection!element,!like!protein,!antibodies!(Abs)!
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or!enzymes,!avoiding!loss!of!functionality.!!One!of!the!related!issues!is!the!(bio:)receptor!orientation;!a!second!complication!derives!by!yielding! homogenous! coverage! that! can! guarantee! high! reproducibility! of! the! biosensor!performances!(Fig.!4.23).!
!














!! 4.3.4!EGOFET!architecture!for!interleukins!detection!!The!sensing!strategy!is!similar!to!the!above:described!sensor!for!dopamine.!This!means!that!the!sensing!core!is!placed!on!the!top!gate!electrode!(Fig.!4.27).!The!transducer!unit!has!been!unconventionally!fabricated,!as!described!in!Chapter!2.1.2.!!To!ensure!selectivity,!we!exploited!the!host:guest!recognition!of!a!biological!couple!antibody!(Ab):antigen!(Ag).!In!particular,!monoclonal!Anti:IL6!and!the!monoclonal!Anti:IL4!have!been!immobilized!on!Au!gate.!!Antibodies! immobilization!was! performed! comparing! two! different! electrode!modifiers:! (i)!the! 6:aminohexanethiol! (HSC6NH2)! activated! by! glutaraldehyde! (strategy! I)! and! (ii)! the!recombinant!protein!G!(PG)!(strategy!II).!The!former!guarantees!a!chemical!binding!between!the!coated!metal!and!the!Ab!lysines.!This!functional!approach!is!well:known!and!widely!used,!however! it! does!not! control! the!Ab!orientation.!The! latter! approach! takes! advantage!of! the!recombinant!PG,!whose!N:terminus!side!is!tailored!by!a!6:His:Tag!and!it!lacks!of!the!albumin!binding!domain!along!with!cell!membrane!domain.!The!presence!of! the!6:His:Tag! is!widely!exploited! in! affinity! chromatography! for! protein! extraction,! and! here! ensures! PG! assembly!onto!Au!gate.!
!
Fig.!4.!27!Functionalization!steps!for!electrode!modification!a)!strategy!I!and!b)!strategy!II.!On!the!left!our!EGOFET!architecture.!!This!homogenous!PG!coating!onto!our!Au!gate!electrode!yields!a!stable!biological!layer,!which!directly!promotes!the!Ab!immobilization.!Unlike!HSC6NH2:based!approach,!the!grafted!Ab!is!highly!oriented,!because!PG!interacts!solely!with!the!fragment!crystallizable!region!(Fc)!of!the!Ab,!which!exposes!its!binding!sites!towards!the!surrounding!environment.!!The!glutaraldehyde:based!functionalization!starts!with!the!immersion!of!the!gate!electrode!in!a! cysteamine! solution! (1mM)! overnight.! The! further! activation! is! achieved! by! using!glutaraldehyde! solution! (2.5%v/v)! for! 1h! at! 5°C! and! then! the! functionalized! electrode! is!immersed!in!an!antibody!solution!(0.25mg/ml!anti:IL4!and!0.1mg/ml!anti:IL6)!for!1h!at!5°C.!The!last!step!consists!by!immersing!the!Ab:coated!electrodes!in!buffered!solution!(100mM!of!
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PBS,! pH! 7.4)! of! IL:6! (7nM)! and! IL:4! (5nM).! The! other! functionalization! exploits! a! buffered!solution!(100mM!of!PBS!pH!7.4)!of!protein!G!(5mg/ml).!Ab!and!Ag!solutions!are!the!same!of!the!previous!protocol.!6:aminohexanethiol!and!glutaraldehyde!are!purchased!from!Sigma:Aldrich!and!used!without!further!purification.!Recombinant!protein!G,!monoclonal!anti:murine!IL:4,!monoloclonal!anti:murine! IL:6,! murine! recombinant! IL:6! and! recombinant! murine! IL:4! are! purchased! from!Vinci:Biochem! S.r.l.! (Firenze,! Italy).! All! these! biological! species! are! produced! by! Biovision!(San!Francisco,!USA).!!! 4.3.5!Electrical!characterization!!I:V!transfer!characteristics!are!shown!in!Fig.!4.28,!and!strategy!I!turns!out!to!be!not!enough!sensitive!towards!both!IL6!and!IL4!at!nM!scale.!IDS!current!undergoes!a!progressive!lowering!after!Ab!immobilization!but!unfortunately!Ag!recognition!does!not!yield!a!detectable!change.!The!lack!of!Ab!orientation!yields!a!low!number!of!active!sites!that!compromises!the!detection!of!both!analytes.!The!electrochemical!desorption!of!the!biological!materials!restores!the!drain!current!demonstrating!that!the!EGOFET!are!not!bias!stressed!by!iterative!measurements.!
!





μ!and!Vth!have!been!extracted!from!the!transfer!characteristics,!the!overall!trend!in!displayed!in! Fig.! 4.30.! In! both! cases,! μ! shows! a! progressive! decrease! as! the! functionalization! steps!proceed! indicating! of! the! weakened! capacitive! coupling! at! the! gate/electrolyte! interface.!Concerning! the! threshold!voltage,! the! two!experiments!shares! the!same!Vth! shift,!but!shows!different! trends! for! the! two! Ab:Ag! couples.! This! is! likely! due! to! the! different! dipole!deployment! on! the! gate! surface,! because! the! two! biological! ensembles! differ! by! electrical!charges.!Different!interfacial!dipoles!usually!yield!different!shift!of!threshold!voltages.!
!
Fig.4.!30!μ!and!Vth!trends!extracted!from!transfer!characteristic!analysis!! 4.3.6!Electrochemistry!!To! check! the!quality! of! our! gate! surface! and! to! assess! each! functionalization! step,!we!have!monitored!the!redox!signal!of! ferricyanide,! [Fe(CN)6]2:/3:,!employing!cyclic!voltammetry!and!impedance! spectroscopy.! Firstly,! we! have! e! verified! the! presence! of! the! two! electrode!modifiers,!such!as!HSC6NH2!and!PG.!!
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Appendix!A!! Estimation!of!field4effect!mobility!μ!corrected!for!the!contact!series!resistance!!As!reported!in!Chapter!2.1.2,!field4effect!mobility!μ"in!saturation!regime!(VDS">"VGS"("Vth)!is!usually!modelled!as:!! !!"!!"# = ! !!! !!!! !!" − !!! !! ! ! Eq.!A1!!where!W!and!L!are!channel!width!and!length!and!Ci!is!the!capacitance!of!the!gate!insulator!and!this!parameter!is!therefore!estimated!from!the!slope!of! !!"!vs!VGS.!However!this!model!does!not!take!into!account!of!any!variation!of!the!electric!field!along!the!channel!or!free!carrier!concentration!and!ignores!the!contact!resistance!effects.!To!estimate!mobility!corrected!by!contact!resistance,!Horowitz!and!co4workers![1]!develop!a!method!that!depends!on!the!drain!current!at!low!drain!voltage.!In!fact!the!IDS!follows!Ohm’s!law!for!low!drain!voltage!and!can!be!modelled!as:!! !!" = ! !! !!!! !!" − !!! !!"!! ! ! Eq.!A2!!by!differentiating!Eq.!A2!with!respect!to!gate!voltage,!the!result!is!the!so4called!transconductance!gm:! !! = ! !"!"!"!" = !!! !!!!!!"!! ! Eq.!A3!Eq.!A3!is!useful!for!estimating!the!gate!bias!dependent!mobility!at!low!drain!voltage.!The!model!is!improved!by!accounting!for!the!contact!resistance!at!source!and!drain,!hence!we!add!in!Eq.!A2!the!voltage!drop!through!a!series!resistance!RC:!!!!" = !!! !!!! !!" − !!! !!" − !!"!! =!! = ! ! !!!! !!"!!!! !!"!! ! ! !!!!!! !!"!!!! !!"! ! Eq.!A4!!Eq.!A4!requires!only!RC!to!be!voltage!independent!that!is!a!reasonable!scenario!considering!the!low!longitudinal!electric!field!of!a!transistor!in!planar!geometry!and!ignoring!the!gate!voltage.!To!remove!the!contribution!of"RC,!we!firstly!estimate!the!drain!conductance!gd!(by!considering!in!our!case!the!output!curve!at!VGS!=!440)!and!the!transconductance!gm!defined!as:!! !! = ! !"!"!"!" = ! !!"!!" = ! ! !!!! !!"!!!!!! ! ! !!!!!! !!"!!!! ! ! Eq.!A5!!
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Appendix!B!!! Determination!of!surface!coverage!by!means!of!electrochemical!reductive!measurements.!!This!section!present!how!can!be!quantified!the!monolayer!coverage!of!alkanethiol!assembled!on!gold!surfaces.!In!a!series!of!work!in!1991,!Porter!et!al.![1,2]!demonstrated!that!these!films!desorb!in!alkaline!solution!(pH>11)!through!the!following!redox!reaction:!!!AuS(CH2)n!CH3!+!2H2O! ! Au(0)!+!RO2S(CH2)n!CH3!+!4H+!+!3eR! ! (I)!!AuS(CH2)n!CH3!+!eR! ! ! Au(0)!+!RS(CH2)n!CH3! ! ! ! (II)!!Where!(I)!is!a!multiRelectronic!oxidative!path!whereas!(II)!is!the!monoRelectronic!reductive!one.!Our!experiments!of!reductive!desorption!are!carried!out!exploiting!reaction!(II)!!Fig.!B1!displays!our!electrochemical!reductive!desorption!for!the!four!oligoarylenes!molecules!performed!in!a!conventional!threeRelectrode!cell!with!KOH!0.5!M!as!supporting!electrolyte.!The!potential!ranges!from!0.4!to!R2.4!V!and!each!scan!is!repeated!three!time!in!order!to!verify!the!complete!vanishing!of!the!desorption!peak!(in!our!case!no!peaks!are!observed!after!the!first!cycle).!
!
Fig.%B1!Reductive!desorption!graphs!of!(a)!MTM,!(b)!MTD,!(c)!NTM,!and!(d)!NTD.!Each!inset!is!the!magnification!of!the!potential!range!highlighted!by!the!red!circle.!The!reductive!peaks!are!clearly!placed!in!the!onset!of!the!electrolyte!reduction!but!they!are!sharp!enough!to!get!a!reliable!value!for!the!charge!of!the!AuRS!bond.![3]!By!integrating!the!reduction!peaks!and!knowing!the!redox!reaction,!the!charge!has!been!extracted!applying!the!following!Eq.:!!
Γ"="Q/nFA" " " Eq.!B1!!where!Q!is!the!charge!required!to!break!AuRS!bond!(espressed!in!C/cm2),!n!is!the!number!of!electrons!involved!in!the!electron!transfer!process!(for!the!reductive!desorption!n!=!1),!F!is!Faraday!constant!and"A!is!the!area!of!the!electrode!(1mm2!in!our!case).!
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Γ"is!the!surface!coverage!expressed!in!moles/cm2,!the!values!extracted!for!MTM,!MTD,!NTM!and!NTD!thiols!are!reported!in!Table!B1:!!
% MTM% MTD% NTM% NTD%
Γ!x10R10!(mol/cm2)! 5.3!±!0.4! 4.8!±!0.2! 6.0!±!0.2! 6.1!0.02!!Once!you!have!extracted!Γ,!the!step!forward!is!the!extraction!of!the!number!of!molecules!and!the!percentage!of!surface!coverage!by!considering!the!projected!area!of!the!molecule.!The!values!extracted!from!Fig.!B1!are!slightly!lower!with!respect!to!a!perfect!packed!alkanethiol!SAMs!(Γ"=!9.3!×!10−10!mol/cm2).![2]!MTD!and!NTD!peaks!are!located!at!−1.53−1.55!V!(vs!Ag/AgCl),!while!MTM!and!NTM!at!−1.67!V!(vs!Ag/AgCl).!Notably,!the!higher!reduction!charge!density!observed!for!MTD!and!NTD!is!almost!twice!as!large!as!that!of!MTM!and!NTM,!indicating!that!the!binding!of!MTD!and!NTD!occurs!via!both!thiolate!groups.!It!is!also!worth!noting!that!a!cathodic!peak!(highlighted!with!a!red!circle!in!the!graph)!is!invariably!observed!for!NTM!and!NTD,!prior!to!the!S−Au!cleavage!but!not!for!MTM!and!MTD.!This!signal!is!ascribed!to!the!reduction!of!the!−NO2!group!and!is!placed!at−0.869!V!(vs!Ag/!AgCl)!for!NTM!thiol!and!at!−1.089!V!(vs!Ag/AgCl)!for!NTD.!!! !
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